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A Revision of the Grasshoppers of the Acridine Genus 
Qrphulella Giglio-Tos, as known to occur in America 
north of Mexico (Orthoptera; Acrididae) 
Introduction 
For many years the genus Qrphulella Giglio-Tos was 
considered to be more numerous in species than any other 
genus of Acridinae (the slant-faced grasshoppers, formerly 
the Tryxalinae of authors) in the United States, and 21 
different species have been recorded from America north of 
Mexico* Two of the species, speciosa Scudd. and pelidna 
(BurmO, are widely distributed and sometimes sufficiently 
numerous in grassland to be injurious, but the taxonomic 
characters commonly used to distinguish them are too 
variable to be applicable in all cases. It has been well 
known that certain of the described species were synonyms 
and that various distribution records were incorrect, but 
there have been many unsolved problems in Qrphulella and 
there has been no recent attempt to revise the genus. 
Consequently, there is need of the present work, which 
attempts to provide a means of identifying the valid speci 
and to bring together information on their synonymy, 
distribution, biology, and importance. 
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This study has bsen made, at intervals, over a period 
of about three years, and has included the examination of 
more than 6000 specimens of Orghuielia* Material in such 
abundance was made available through the generous 
cooperation of others* The principal collections studied, 
and the institutions to which they belong, are indicated on 
succeeding pages. For the loan of specimens and 
encouragement the x^riter is indebted to the following indi¬ 
viduals: Morgan Habard, J. A. G. Hahn, and H* Hadclyffe 
Roberts, Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia; 
T* H* Hubbell, Universities of Florida and Michigan, and 
Irving Cantrall of the latter institution; Donald G. Denning 
and C• I. ttiekal, University of Minnesota; G. P. Alexander, 
Massachusetts State College; g. S* Thomas, Ohio State Museum* 
Mr. Hebard and Mr. Hehn cordially extended the full privi¬ 
leges of the Academy during several visits to Philadelphia, 
and gave advice on various difficult problems; Mr. Roberts 
kindly made several helpful suggestions; Mr* Denning made a 
special effort to collect mating pairs of Orphulella; Mr* 
Thomas has contributed notes on Orphulella as found in Ohio, 
drawn from his wide acquaintance with the Orthoptera of that 
State. Through the kindness of Nathan Banks of the Museum 
of Comparative 2oology, Harvard College, it was possible to 
examine at Cambridge the single types of Rcudder’s species* 
Lastly* the writer would express his appreciation to Dr* 
Alexander in particular for reviewing the manuscript* 
As a result of this investigation* only four species 
of Qrphulella are recognized as inhabiting the United 
States, two of which are composed of two subspecies each. 
During recent years the importance of subspecies in 
grasshoppers has been recognized, and the variation 
occurring within species of Qrphulella is no?; sufficiently 
well known to justify the adoption of subspecific names in 
two Instances where such adoption appears to be the logical 
interpretation of the species as they occur in nature. 
The synonymy has been brought up to date, and, where 
single type specimens representing the different names have 
not been selected, that has now been done. Perhaps the 
most important single result of the study has been the 
discovery that the aedeagus of the male genitalia is useful 
in distinguishing species. Since 1932, when T. H. Hubbell 
published a paper calling attention to the taxonomic value 
of the concealed genitalia of Cvrtacanthacrinae (spine- 
throated grasshoppers), these features have been widely used 
in Kelanoplus and certain allied genera, but the genitalic 
characters of Qrphulella are much less apparent than those 
of many species of fcfelanoplus and no previous attempts to 
utilize genitalia of Qrphulella have been successful. 
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External characters will permit the identification of noat 
specimens of Qrphulella, but. the data accumulated on 
variation show that most external characters are unrelia¬ 
ble in some instances, and then the genitalia are of great 
value. There is a full treatment of genera allied to 
Orphulella, especially those inhabiting the United states* 
This paper has been prepared with the view that the groat 
majority of Nearctic grasshoppers have already been 
described, and that the important taxonomic work of the 
future will primarily be concerned-with establishing the 
limits of genera, studying variation, and placing the 
species on a recognisable basis. 
Subapecif1c categories in Orthoptera* 
Early in the study of Orphulella, specimens were 
encountered from Montana and Wyoming which were not readily 
identifiable either as de3ereta gcudd. or pelidna, and the 
question was thus raised as to the distinctness of desereta 
as a species. Material fully typical of each farm, such 
as that from Utah in the case of dasereta and east of the 
Mississippi River in the case of pelidna, suggested so 
strongly the existence of populations worthy of different 
names that the placing of the more recent name, desereta, 
in synonymy appeared unwise. The comparison that followed 
of specimens from many localities demonstrated that 
intergradation between pelidna and desereta (see fig* 2) 
occurs, and that they had best be treated as subspecies* 
The occurrence of specimens which are intermediate 
between the two in structural cnaracteristies shows the 
impossibility of recognizing two distinct species and is 
evidence of the intergradation that is usually sought in 
support of the subspecific status of populations* As an 
example of analytical work of this sort, Hahn (1923) has 
discussed and mapped the distribution of higurotottix, 
with an indication of the specimens intermediate between 
subspecies* The problem of Orphnleila halo phi la R 3c H* 
and olivacea (Morse) of the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts was 
even more perplexing than that of pelidna, and is not yet 
fully understood, though considerable evidence of inter¬ 
gradation is available and the two forms are provisionally 
treated as subspecies* 
In recent years both European and American orthop- 
terists have frequently recognized the existence of geo¬ 
graphic races; in Orthoptera these are generally considered 
the equivalent of subspecies* The use of subspecific 
categories has bean developed to such an undesirable extent 
in certain orders of insects that some taxonomists are 
opposed to the use of any trinomials* A similar confusion 
could easily exist in Orthoptera by the indiscriminate 
naming of forms occurring in the 3ame area based on color 
6 
variation and wing length. However, in North American 
Crthoptera, most such forms unworthy of names have already 
been placed in synonymy, and the collection and study of 
large series have progressed until In many genera the 
recognition of the races of a given species is the only 
sound interpretation of the species as it occurs in nature. 
Geographic races are units of a sjjecies which intergrade 
where their respective areas of distribution meat, but in 
the remainder of their respective ranges each unit io well 
demarked. 
Ginsburg (133?, 1933, 1933), working with fishes, has 
studied subspecific categories from the standpoint of 
structural variation, and he has attempted to record the 
variation on mathematical and graphic bases* He has 
emphasised the overlapping in subspecies of characters that 
ordinarily distinguish species when overlapping is absent. 
In certain other orders species are known of which 
subspecies of a different nature, often based upon host 
relationships, occur. As the hosts of Crthoptera become 
better i'Cnown, such types of physiological subspecies nay be 
mors generally recognized; Fulton (1926) has already 
pointed out the significance of food plants in the cose of 
the subspecies of Pecanthus nigricornis talk. 
— 7 
dcClung (1908) called attention to the value of 
cytology in taxonomy, and he has subsequently shown that 
chromosomal characters are useful in recognizing the limits 
of certain species and higher categories in Orthoptera. 
Rehn (1919) described Mermlria tnacnlipennis macclungl as a 
subspecies partly because of the differences in genetic 
makeup which had been demonstrated by hcClung• Dobzhansky 
(1937) and others ar© now working with genetics in con¬ 
junction with taxonomy, and the evidence for believing that 
frequently subspecies are a step in the natural evolution 
of species is gradually growing* 
Species are not static units in nature, and a con¬ 
servative use of the geographic race in North American 
Orthoptera seems justified by the data now available, which 
are more extensive in many genera than those available in 
most other orders of insects. Hebard (1939a) has discussed 
subspecific categories as related to Grthoptera. Ha has 
stressed the point that a species composed of subspecies is 
not the same as a species that has extremes which vary 
gradually and evenly from one to the other. Subspecies are 
characterized by "virtually constant differences," and each 
occupies an area that is "almost always very extensive." 
While the distinguishing features are "virtually constant 
over considerable areas, there are intervening (usually much 
more restricted) areas showing every intermediate gradation*" 
The Genua Orphulella Glglio-Toa 
Orphulella Giglio-Tos, 3ol* di Zool. /mat* Co rap • , Vo 1 • 9, 
Ho. 134, p• 10, 1394* 
Qrphulel 1 a Gigllo-Tos, horse, Psyche, Vol. 7, p. 407, 1896 
Orphulella Giglio-Tos, Scudder, Oanad* Knt., Vol. 31, 
p. 177, 1399. 
Qrphu1a11 a Gig11Q-Tog, Gcudder, Proc. Dav. ;cad. Nat. del. 
Vol. 8, p. 23, 1899. 
Orphulella Gi-dlio-Tos, Bruner, Biol. Cent.-Atmr. , Orth., 
Vol. 2, pp. 31, 74, 1902, 1904. 
Orphulella Giglio-fos, Helm, Proc. Acad. Ha • • 8ci. Phila., 
Vol. 56, p. 513, 1904. 
Orphulella Oiglio-Tos, Kirby, lyn. Cat* Orth., Vol. 3, 
p. 119, 1910. 
Orphulella Giglio-Tos, Bruner, Ann. Cam. hus., Vol. 8, 
Mo. X, p. 9, 1911. 
Orphulella Giglio-Tos, Hebar i, Trane, \rner. Hnt. Hoc., 
Vol. 52, p. 54, 1926. 
Orphulella Gigiio-Tos, Rehn and Hebard, Ibid., Vol. 64, 
r-J 
p. 303, 1033. 
(Genotype, 0. punctata (Dageer), designated by Rehn, 
1904) 
9 
Position of genus* 
The classification of acridine genera has changed 
considerably since Brunner (1893, pp• 113-183) presented a 
key to the principal genera and indicated generic groups 
in his classic System© des Or t hop teres. In his Group 
Grphulae were five genera, including Chloealtl3 Harris. 
Although McNeill (1897), in his Revision of the Truxal- 
inae of North America, made certain errors that now appear 
serious, as the wide separation of Napaia McNeill and 
Chloealtis (which with Neopodismopais Bey-3ienko are the 
only American members of the Group Ghrysochraontes), he did 
treat Pi chromarpha Morse, Clinoceuhalua Morse, Orphula dtal 
(in which he placed the species now referred to Qrphulella) 
and Alpha Brunner (later renamed Cordillacris Rehn) in that 
order, and this arrangement is largely preserved in our 
current classification. Gcudder (1699b) included ChiDe¬ 
al tis in the Qrphulae and placed Alpha and Phiibostroma 
Scudder in his Group Phliboatroraae. This last group has 
been retained, and Cordillacris is included therein, instead 
of with Qrphulella. However, the distinguishing characters 
of Cordillacris and Qrphulella are compared later for the 
sake of completeness* 
— «* 10 — — 
In recent American ^literature the generic group con- 
« 
taining Qrphulella, separated from the Group Qrphulae, has 
been known as the Qrphulellae* There are numerous 
Neotropical genera falling within this group; among these 
Orphulina Giglio-Tos and Parachlosbata Bruner are particu¬ 
larly suggestive of Qrphulelia. 
The Group Qrphulae, exemplified chiefly by the genus 
Qrphula, is distinguished from the Orphulellae by obliquely 
truncate instead of rounded apices of the tegmina. The 
nomenclature involving Grphula has been confused by the 
misapplication of Stal*s name by most authors preceding 
Hehn (1916, p* 27 5; 1917, p. 344), who showed that the insect 
identified as Qrphula pagana (Stal) by Giglio-Tos, Bruner, 
and others is really Paratruxalis filatua (Talk.)* Rehn 
used topotypes of the true pagana from Para, State of Para, 
Brazil as a basis for his clarification of the problem. 
The position of Qrphulelia among allied genera found 
within the United States is indicated by the following 
linear sequence of a portion of our native genera taken from 
Hebard (1936) who published a key to the genera of Acridlnae 
occurring north of Mexico: hesochloa Scudder. Phiibostroma 
■ ■mj .i u tWwwwawim M i ieef 
Scudder, Esselenia Hebard, Cordillacris Rehn, Orphulilla 
Giglio-Tos, Clinocephalus horse, pichromorpha Morse, 
Chloaaltis Harris, Napaia McNeill. Of these, only 
Cordillacris, Clinocephalua, and Dichroraorpha are closely 
related to Orpjjulella, and the latter is easily distinguished 
from them* 
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Students who may use Hebard*3 1926 paper as a guide 
are reminded of the following important generic changes 
that have occurred since its publication: Behn (1927) 
described Zapata salutator from Arizona, the genus Zapata 
.  wfn.Ml |'*% »r» «w» ..WMifm*' I r^iii III- I' "1T"WM* 
Bruner not having been recorded previously from north of 
Mexico; Behn (1927) described the genus Srepanoptarna, 
based upon Aulocara femoraturn Bcudder; Behn, in Hebard 
(1928, p. 221), placed Stiraoleura Scudder as a synonym of 
Paoloeasa Scudder; Bey-Bienko (1932) described the genus 
Neopodlsmopsis, based upon Chrys o chraon abdominalis Thomas 
which had previously been removed from Chloealtie to its 
original genus by Behn (1923); Hebard (1935) described 
Aeropedellua, based upon Goaphocerus clavatus Thomas, the 
genus Goaphocarua Thunberg in the present restricted sense 
not occurring in America* 
In reviewing the generic relationships of Orphulella, 
the male genitalia of the following American genera were 
examined: Efesochloa, Phiibostroma, Cordiilacris, Orphulina, 
Parorohula, Cllnocephalus, Dichromorpha, Parachloebata, 
a 
81santurn Bruner , Paratruxalis Rehn, and Truxalis Fabricius* 
j Hebird.'(1§22* p* 10^) placed‘ 91s an tur?T~as~~a synonya of 
Thyr ip til on Bruner, but later (TBSB, p'T 236) treated the 
name Sisanturn as valid* In recent correspondence (August 
24, .1939), hT Radclyffe Roberts of the Academy of Natural 
Sciences of Philadelphia has kindly reported on an exami¬ 
nation of Sisantum, ThyriptlIon, and Cumarala Hebard, each 
of which contains a single species, and suggests that while 
they arbitrarily may be considered distinct genera they are 
so closely related that little seems to be gained by such 
separation. 
— 12 — 
In all except two genera the genotypic species were studied, 
the exceptions being Qrphulina balloul (Rehn) and 
Parachloebata scudderi (Bolivar). 
This brief examination of genitalia suggests that in 
natural genera the epiphallus and aedeagus each conform to 
a rather uniform pattern and that in most cases the generic 
relationships indicated by genitalia conform to those 
already based upon external structures* For instance, 
31s an turn is found to possess genitalia similar to those of 
Qrphulella, and, though different, is much more different 
from Trnxalis* External features, such as the oblique 
apex of the tegmina, suggest the relationship of Qrphula 
and Sisanturn to each other and to Truxalis; the latter is 
a member of the Group Hyalopteryges, but Hebard (1922, p. 
103) has pointed out that Qrphula Is really an aberrant 
member of the Qrphulellae, and the genitalia would probably 
support that view. 
The genitalia of Parachloebata and Dichromorpha are 
of a type similar to each other and somewhat apart from 
Qrphulella ;the latter Is approached more nearly by 
Clinocephalua, Qrphulina, and Parorphula* The aedeagus of 
Phiibostrorna is not particularly unlike the type found in 
Orphulella, but the posterior lobes of the epiphallus are 
distinct from any examined, tills wide difference being In 
keeping with important external features. 
The generic arrangements of Orphulella and its allies 
in the *8iologia* (Bruner, 1904) and Kirby1s Catalogue 
(1910) are naturally somewhat out-of-date, due to nomencla- 
torial changes or faulty associations of genera* 
Generic description (based primarily upon the genotype 
and the species north of ilexico; exceptions in certain 
features may occur in some Neotropical species now assigned 
to Orphulelia) • 
Form typically tryxaline, rather slender, brachypterous 
to fully winged* Face considerably retreating; fastigium 
produced, acute to obtuse in dorsal view, lateral carinae 
well developed, median carina lacking or rarely indicated 
mainly by color, impression broad and varying in extent from 
an area near apex to one as long as width of fastigium; 
lateral foveolee triangular or obsolete, rarely slightly 
visible from above; frontal costa feebly sulcate to slightly 
swollen, diverging toward clypeus, narrowest at fastio- 
facial angle, not widened between antennae; compound eyes 
moderately conspicuous, axis dorao-anterior to ventro- 
posterior; antennae filiforra, sometimes feebly depressed* 
Prone turn elongate; median carina not arched, rarely 
subobsolabe on part of prozona, otherwise distinct, cut 
only by principal sulcus; lateral carinae distinct, sometimes 
14 ~ 
obsolete between sulci of prozona, diverging posteriorly 
on met&zona, usually angulate or curved on prozona, 
rarely parallel on prozona, cut by principal sulcus and 
usually two incomplete sulci on pro zona; prozona shorter 
to longer than metazona; supplementary carinae of disk 
absent; surface of disk weakly convex between carinae, 
smooth to punctate; anterior margin of dorsal surface entire, 
truncate to gently rounded; posterior margin broadly rounded 
to obtuse angulate; lateral lobes curving to meat dorsal 
surface, varying from deeper than long to slightly longer 
than deep, supplementary carinae absent, anterior margin 
usually gently retreating, ventral margin broadly irregular, 
unarmed, posterior margin straight or concave; prosternum 
simple; raeaosternal lobes well separated, interspace 
quadrate to longitudinal; metasterna! lobes attingent (males) 
to well separated (females); tegmlna usually fully developed, 
rarely short, apices rounded; intercalary area (between 
median and anterior ulnar veins) without intercalary vein, 
a spurious vein often present; ulnar area (between anterior 
ulnar and posterior ulnar veins) with or without spurious 
vain; reticulation at apex regular; wings usually well 
developed and capable of producing flight, rarely short, 
degree of fenestration of ulnar area variable; snines on 
external dorsal margin of hind tibia rarely exceeding 12 in 
number; internal apical spurs equal. 
15 -- 
Cerci simple, tapering, often conical; dorsal valves 
of ovipositor with scoop carinate on lateral margins, 
» 
untoothsd, apex upcurved, acute; ventral valves unarmed 
exceotinr subaoical ventro-lataral lobe; female subgfcnital 
plate (see figs* 14,15) with median projection (including 
egg guide) and lateral specialization; male subgenital 
plate (apical sclerite of ninth sternit© in male Acrididae) 
bluntly conical; processes of aedeagus well sclerotlzed* 
Although color -alone is of questionable merit as a 
generic character, the structural characters of many genera 
are accompanied by color patterns that are typical and 
helpful in sorting material rapidly by habitus appearance* 
In Orphulalla the general coloration varies from green to 
black, but is usually of a green or brown shade* The body 
and tegraina may be of rather uniform color, or there may be 
on© of many diversified color patterns. Horse (1920, p.424) 
has noted the various color combinations* The lateral 
pronotal carinae are sometimes conspicuously pale. Dusky 
lateral stripes may extend backward from each eye to the 
tegmina, which may be solid color or divided into two or 
three well defined areas* The tegmina often have dark 
elongate maculations in the discoidal field* The wings are 
sometimes slightly fuscous along the outer margin* Pale 
episternal stripes may mark the sides of the thorax, and the 
— 16 — 
hind femora vary from uniform light brown to a condition 
with dark spots and bars* The hind tibiae are most often 
weak fuscous to brown, sometimes with a pale annulus near 
the base* 
The following key to Orphulella and related genera is 
intended to be used only for those species occurring north 
of Mexico. The genitalia characters used will be found 
helpful in cases of doubtful identity, but habitus and the 
form of the pronoturn will usually separate material to 
genera. North of Mexico, Cl in-ocephalus and Dichronorpha 
each contain a single species, but the other species of 
gfrrdillacris differ somewhat in the structure of the epi- 
phallus from that of Cordillacris occipitalis (Thos.) 
(fig. 67), and the same is true of species of Pichromorpha 
occurring south of the United states when compared to 
Pichroniorpha viridis (Scudter/ (fig. 66). 
Key to the genus Oruhulella and closely allied genera 
which occur in America north of Mexico 
1. Lateral carinae of pronotum well indicated in color, 
but structurally obsolete on prozona and subobaolete 
on metazona; antennae subensiform; metastarnal lobes 
of male separated; marginal field of togmen moderately 
fenestrate; lower ovipositor valve of female with 2nd 
17 — 
bagivalvular sclerlte about aa broad as long (fig* 
60), giving the lower valve a shortened appearance; 
processes of aedeagus sharply and evenly acute (fig* 
54). (In area north of Mexico not known east of 
Mississippi River) .. Cordiilacris Hehn 
Lateral carinae of pro no turn well indicated 
structurally, occasionally subobsolste on prozona; 
antennae filiform; metasternal lobes of male contig¬ 
uous; marginal field of tegmen not fenestrate; 2nd 
basivalvular sclerite elongate, giving the lower valve 
of the ovipositor a more exserted appearance; aedeagus 
not as above ..... 2 
Lateral carinae of metazona diverging posteriorly, or 
if nearly parallel (certain specimens of Orphulella 
speciosa upon which the synonym 0. decora (heMeill) 
was based), the metazona and pro zona are subequal in 
length; epiphallus of male with posterior lobes as in 
figure 65 In lateral view. (Inhabits the entire 
United States) .. Orphulella Giglio-Tos 
Lateral carinae of metazoan parallel, or if diverging 
feebly (some specimens of Olinocephalus) the prozona 
is considerably longer than metazona; epiphallus of 
male with posterior lobes (figs. 64*66) not grouped 
as above ..... 3 
Lateral carinae of pronotura parallel; lateral lobes 
nearly vertical and forming a right angle with the 
deplanate dorsal surface; posterior and median lobes 
of male epiphallus as in figure 66; female subgenital 
plate (fig. 58) with rather broad truncate projection 
at base of egg guide. (In area north of Mexico 
inhabiting eastern half of country, not known west of 
Great Plains) .. Pichromorpha Morse 
Lateral carinae of metazona parallel or diverging 
weakly; lateral lobes decidedly rounded at junction 
with dorsal surface, the latter less deplanate than 
above; posterior and median lobes of male epiphallus 
grouped as in figure 64; female subgenital plats (fig. 
61/ with projection at base of egg guide narrower than 
above and less regularly truncate. (Atlantic and Gulf 
Coasts, New Jersey to Texas, inland only in southern 
states) Clinocephalua Morse 
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Economic importance of Or ohwlella. 
Of the several hundred species of grasshoppers inhabit¬ 
ing the United States, comparatively few have attracted 
attention by injuring products of value to man* The 
notorious offenders in cultivated crops are about a half- 
dozen species of Melanoplus, also a few others 3uch as 
Camnula, Oedaleonotus, and Pissosteira« On non-cultivated 
lands, particularly range, grasshopper damage may reach an 
enormous sum total and yet not attract much attention. 
During recent years the importance of this type of injury 
has been more fully recognised than before, and about twenty 
species, in addition to certain of those important in crops, 
are known to be the principal ones involved. Surveys 
concerned with the identities and relative abundance of 
these species have been reported on by Shotwell (1938,1939). 
The.only species of Orphulella of economic importance 
are speclose, pelidna, and compta, the first two named appear 
rather regularly in lists resulting from economic surveys* 
The western subspecies of pelidna desereta, because it is 
limited to restricted favorable habitats, rarely causes 
» 
injury. The southwestern corapta occasionally becomes 
numerous in alfalfa, as mentioned under that species, but 
it is not a major pest. In the Great Plains States 
£QlA4na gelidaa and specloea are often among the most numerous 
grasshoppers in grassland, and data concerning their abun¬ 
dance in different habitats are presented under the 
respective biologies of those species. Likewise, speciosa 
is frequently a dominant species on some upland pastures in 
the Hortheast, and consumes much vegetation of value to 
domestic animals. In spite of the loss resulting in such 
areas, control methods are seldom of practical value, 
because the large areas involved in grazing lands and the 
low value of the grass per acre eliminate most types of 
control practiced in cultivated crops. The coastwise 
o^id^vacjBa, probably because of its halphilous preferences, 
is not* known to be of any economic importance. 
Miifito^ry of work on the species of Oroiiule 1 la. 
""Tl’ "'H*1 «JUfP ■"■■■-. J" ffc ■   i—.rt,..,., .1 
Previous to the proposal of Orphulella in 1394, numerous 
species, now assignable to. that genus, had been described. 
Of the 21 specific names which have been referred to the 
fauna nartn of Mexico, 12 were originally assigned to otner 
genera. The first species was pelldna Burn. 1833, described 
in S2HL2£2£®£H£* Oaussure's Oxycoryphua toltecus 1861 has 
been recorded only indirectly, through Hebard's placing 
(1332) of Ornhulolla orlzabae (McNeill) 1897 in the synonymy 
of Orphulella toltgca (3auss.). Aa wlu b3 pointed out 
l3t0r’ Stenobothru3 tepanecus Saus3. 1361 Is a Mexican 
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species, now referred to Orphulella, which was recorded 
from the United States (probably incorrectly) by McNeill 
(1397) and Scudder (1899a)# 
In his ’♦Materials for a monograph of the North American 
Orthoptera, * 1362* 8# H# Scudder, who was to become the dean 
of American orthopterists for a third of a century, described 
five species: aequali s; bi 11 meatus; naacul ipenni s l propinquans; 
spaclosa# These were described in Stenobothrus and all 
except speciosa have now fallen into synonymy# The species 
gracilis Seudd# 1372 and olivacea Morse 1393 were also 
described in 8tenobothrus# 
The publication of Brunner's "Systeme* (1393) called 
uhe genus Orphula 31 a 1 to the attention of American workers, 
and, though Orphulal1a was proposed the following year, the 
distinctions between the two were not entirely clear (see 
o6, 1396, p• 407 j, and McNeill (1397) described decora 
and 2£Min Orohula# Orphulella was first recognised 
as a Nearctic genus by Scudder (1699a) in his revision of 
the rlorth American species, and seven species were described 
from north of Mexico: af f Inis; corapta ; desereta ; obliquata; 
> ^ratorum; salina# The only species since 
described are gramlnea Bruner 1904 and halophila R.& H# 
1916# 
Thile it was the need of revisionary study that prompted 
the present work on the genus as known from north of Mexico 
and the species occurring south of the United States are 
still badly in need of revision, there have been several 
papers published which assemble data on the species of 
various faunas- Besides 3cudder*s revision (1399a), the 
most comprehensive work is that of Bruner (1904) in the 
rtBioiogia-w The limitations of the two latter works, due 
to changes in nomenclature and our concepts of variable 
species, are shown by the fact that of 15 species mentioned 
by Scudder, 10 are now in synonymy or have an otherwise 
different status from that accorded them by Scudder; of 25 
species treated by Bruner, at least 17 are known to have a 
different status. 
In his "Guide,” Scudder (1697) retained the genus 
Qrphula, but later in the "Catalogue” (1399b) and "Index” 
(1901) adopted OriMlelia- In recent years the species of 
the united States have gradually become better known, due 
mainly to the individual and joint work of He bard and Rehn 
in the numerous papers cited- Their extensive collections 
have permitted a much more thorough study of variation than 
was possible for most earlier students- Long a student of 
Hew England Orthoptera, A- F- Morse gave careful attention 
t0 an^ helpful notes appeared in several papers, 
culminating in his "Manual of the Orthoptera of Hew England* 
(1920)- Like Hebard and Rehn, Morse appreciated the 
advantages of large series in the study of variation, and 
his extensive collectin'1: throughout New England, as wall 
as in southern and western states, gave him a broad 
knowledge of the genus* The treatment of Qrohulella by 
Blatchlay (1920) is valuable when studying the species 
occurring east of the Mississippi River, and, since the 
nomenclature of the species of that area requires little 
modification, his work will remain helpful to eastern stu¬ 
dents . 
dhile the Neotropical species of Qrohulella are not 
covered by the present paper, attention may be called to 
certain of the more important sources of information 
regarding them. Kirby (1310) listed the species and 
synonymyknown to him, and followed Hahn’s designation (1904) 
of .h^nctata (Degeer) as genotype. In addition to his treat¬ 
ment in the "Biolagia" (1304), Bruner (1906) gave a key to 
the species of Paraguay, and later (1911) gave a synopsis 
of the South American species. In important faunislic 
studies of the Qrthoptera of Colombia, Panama, Ecuador, and 
Mexico, Hebard (1923, 1924a, 1924b, 1932) has contributed 
materially to our knowledge of distribution and synonymy, 
and Rebn and Hebard (1938) discuss several species occurring 
in the West Indies. 
The 21 specific names found in the literature of the 
United -States fauna are in. the following alphabetical list 
» 
with an indication of the present status of the 
a note explaining distribution records* The genus in 
which the}?” were originally described ia in parentheses* 
Full discussion of synonymy follows in the detailed treat¬ 
ment of species. 
31atus of specific names to which material of Qrphulella 
from America north of Mexico has been referred. 
aequalis Scudder 1862 (5tenobothrua) Synonym of speciosa. 
affinis Scudder 1899 (Qrphulaila) Synonym of compta. 
bilineatus Scudder 1862 (3 te no bo thru s) Synonym of speciosa. 
compta Scudder 1899 (Qrphulella) Valid species. 
decora McNeill 189? (Orphula) Synonym of speciosa. 
de3ereta Scudder 1339 (Qrphulella) Subspecies of pe1idna. 
gracilis Scudder 1872 (Stenohothrus) Synonym of speciosa. 
graminea Bruner 1904 (Qrphulel la) Synonym of compta. 
halophlla Rohn and Hebard 1916 (Orphulella) Subspecies of 
olivacea. 
maculipennis Scudder 1362 (Stenobothrus) Synonym of pelldna. 
obiiquata Scudder 1899 (Orphulella) Synonym of speciosa. 
olivacea Morse 1893 (Stenobothrus) Valid species. 
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orlzabae McNeill 1397 (Orphula) The male cotype from Texas 
probably was a specimen of gpecioaa; it probably 
was not conspecific with the original Mexican 
material of orlzabae. On the basis of Mexican 
topotypes of orijsabae, orlzabae is a synonym of 
tolteca (see Hebard, 1932, p. 237). 
pelidna Burmeisier 1333 (gomphocerua) Valid species. 
picturata Scudder 1899 (Orphulella) Synonym of speciosa. 
pratorum Scudder 1899 (Orphulalla) Synonym of pelldna. 
propinguans Scudder 1862 (Stenobothrus) Synonym of pelidna. 
saiina Scudder 1899 (Orphulalla) Synonym of do sere ta. 
flffggloaa Scudder 1862 (Stenobothrus) Valid species. 
tepaneca Saussure 1361 (Stenobothrus) A Mexican species. 
Californian material doubtfully identified by 
McNeill (1897) included material of compta and 
desereta; Texan material recorded by Scudder (1899a) 
probably represented halophila. 
tolteca Saussure 1361 (Oxycoryphua) A Mexican species. 
See under orlzabae. 
Natural groups of species. 
The species now assigned to Orphulalla comprise at 
least two distinct species groups. Sarly in the study, 
ii. Badclyffe Roberts called the writer* s attention to the 
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fact that the genotype, punctata, differs from the species 
found in the United States with respect to the male supra- 
anal plate. In punctata the lateral margins of the plate 
are entire and there is no conspicuous transverse ridge on 
the dorsal surface. A transverse ridge which arises from 
an emargination of the lateral margin at each extremity of 
the ridge occurs in the species found north of Mexico and 
in many of the Neotropical species. Gorkins (1925) has 
noted the value of the apical abdominal segments in identi¬ 
fying the males of Acridinae; although contrary to his 
belief the differences mentioned between peildna and salina 
(synonym of pel idna desereta) are not sufficiently distinct 
to separate the two forms, the importance of examining these 
structures thoroughly in any study of acridine genera 
remains* That punctata belongs to a species group distinct 
from the species here treated is also shown by the female 
subgenital plate. In punctata (fig. 14) there are prominent 
latero-apical lobes and sublateral teeth, while in pelidna 
(fig. 15) and its allies the apex is less specialized* 
s 
Q* abacura Bruner and probably other Neotropical species 
2 
Described by Bruner (1906, p*627) from one male and two 
females collected at Sapucay, Paraguay, by '.?• T* Foster. 
The male is now designated as the lac to type. The type 
and one female of Orphulella obacura are in the United 
$ t a ta s National Museum. ~~~ 
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are included in the group with punctata. The female of 
0. coflclnnula (7alk.) of Panama is different from either 
of the above, the apex of the subgenital plate being much 
like that of Clinocephalus (fig* 61). 
Distribution. 
The accompanying maps (figs. 1-3) show the known dis¬ 
tribution of the species of Qrphulalia in America north of 
Mexico, and it does not seem necessary to discuss life 
zones in detail. 0. compta is characteristic of the Lower 
Austral (Lower Sonoran in arid belt) Zone of California, 
Arizona, Nevada, and Utah. 0. s,?eci os a is mainly a species 
of the Transition and upper portions of the Upper Austral 
(Carolinian) Zones east of the Rocky Mountains except for a 
Great Plains extension into the Lower Austral (Austroriparian 
in moist belt) Zone. 0. pelldna is present* in favorable 
situations throughout the United States, with the exception 
of the extreme Southwest and certain regions of upland 
character in the extreme Northeast. 0. olivacea is an 
Atlantic and Gulf coastwise species limited to the Upper 
Austral Zone in its northward spread. The southern border 
of the Canadian Zone apparently marks the northern limit in 
the distribution of the genus. 
South of the Unitod States, Orphulella extends far 
southward, at least a3 far as central Argentina (see Hebard 
1936, p. 54) • The origin of the species occurring in the 
United States is not clearly established. It would seem 
that compta, at least, must be related to Mexican species, 
but olivacea halophila has an unmistakable resemblance to 
brachyptera BU& H. of Cuba, and the Mest Indian influence 
on the races of olivacea, If not on other species, is very 
likely. 
Material examined* 
The following table summarizes the principal 
collections of material that have been studied. The 
material in the United States national Museum (U.) 
served as the original source of material, but is not as 
complete as that of the Academy of Natural Sciences of 
Philadelphia. The Philadelphia collections include those 
belonging to the Academy (A.N.Sf.?.), as well an those in 
the Hebard Collection located at the sane institution. 
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A • N • S. ?. & 
Heb. Coll. U.3.N . M * 
U. of 
Mi ch • 
U- of 
i;inn. 
palidna pelidna 733 243 1134 55 2155 
pelidna desereta 110 51 53 214 
pelidna 
(intermedia tea) 108 32 22 162 
olivacea olivacea 310 40 237 6 593 
olivacea halophila 78 9 5 92 
olivacea 
l into rusted! a te s ) 8 8 
compta 321 59 40 420 
soeciosa 663 469 661 441 2239 
’ 
3326 903 2152 502 5833 
The following material was examined. but not included 
in the above table: the single types of S cudder* s species. 
located at the Museum of Comparative Zoology; several hun¬ 
dred specimens of Orphulella from the United States, in the 
Philadelphia collections, which were reviewed hastily 
because of lack of time and which probably would have con¬ 
tributed little further information to this report; a small 
number of specimens of Orphulella, mostly from New England, 
in the Massachusetts State College Collection; 8 specimens 
of S£6ciosa, from Augusta and Brunswick, Maine, belonging to 
the Ohio State Museum; all material, excepting specimens of 
olivacea from Bermuda, occurring outside the borlers of the 
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United Itates and Canada, and that belonging to genera 
other than Orphulella studied during the preparation of 
this paper. 
The single types of the following species of Orphulella 
have been examined. In most cases holotypes were not 
designated at the time of description, and lectotypes have 
been selected subsequently. Comments on these selections 
and mention of the para type s examined will be found in the 
treatment of individual species. The types of McNeill’s 
decora and orizabae apparently have been lost, and those of 
the species described by Burmeister and -Saussure are not 
available in America; the former may be at Halle and the 
latter at Geneva. 
Species examined Location of type 
asquails (Scudder) 
affinis Scudder 
bi l meatus (Scudder) 
Museum of Comparative Zoology, 
» rt « « 
w « m n 
compta Scudder M « 
desereta Scudder 
gracilis (Scudder) » » 
H 
rt 
Cambridge 
w 
» 
graailnea Bruner Hsbard Collection, Philadelphia 
halophlla Rehn & Hebard * « » 
Location of type species examined 
maculipennis (Scudder) Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge 
obllquata Scuddar n ,f * * 
olivacea (Morse) * !? ” ” a 
pic tu. rat a Seudder * * 
pratorum 3cudder w n H * 
propinquans (3cudder) 
salina 3cudder 
soeciosa (3cudder) 
Winn venation as a diagnostic character* 
^ .i^.LlraaiU’Wilw fflg- ■ la-T inwairKiMwa I*! ■■ —mu m II d r ■ ■'1 - “ ""l,r-TL r 11 
The venation of both tegraina and wings is important in 
the taxonomy of higher acridid groups, and in many cases 
structural specific characters occur. In the species of 
Ornhulella here treated the venation of the tegmina is 
valuable in distinguishing the males of certain species, 
and to a less extent in the females. Characters of the 
wing are helpful when extra-1imitai species are considered, 
but the writer has failed to find the wing of service in the 
present study. 
The venational terms employed by most orthopterists 
are those used by gaussure (1884) in his classic HFrodrotaua 
Qedipodiorura,* or modifications of them. A few workers 
(McNeill, Karny, and others) have made use of the Comstock- 
Needham System, and most morphologists apply the latter 
system in naming the veins of grasshopper wings* Although 
the general use of the Coras to ck-Needham System is perhaps 
to be desired, the writer has decided to follow the older 
system, at least for the present. The fact that the 
venational nomenclature in the current literature of 
American Slattidae is firmly established is one reason for 
retaining the older system for Orthoptera, at least until 
there is convincing evidence that the Comstock-Needhara 
System could be used to advantage- 
Figures 30 and 31 illustrate the tegmen of Orphulella 
and the terms applied to the veins which have been used in 
this paper* It should be noted that a well developed 
intercalary vein, such as occurs in many Oedipodinae, is 
absent from the Hearctic species of Orphulella- The tag- 
rnina Illustrated by Blatehley (1920, fig- 8) and Horse 
(1920, fig- 13} are both from banssure * s figure (1834, 
pi. 1, fig- 1) of Pachytylus (now considered a synonym of 
Locusta), an Old World oedipodine with a strongly developed 
intercalary vein. Morse (1920, pp. 434-435} has applied 
the term "discoidal area* to what is usually called the 
median area- "Dlscoidal area* is usually applied to the 
whole area of the tegmen between the marginal and anal fields. 
One of the errors of several previous students of 
Orphulella was the placing of too much reliance upon the 
venation of the tegmen in the separation of species* 
Variation is such that the venation can not always be 
trusted, but it is frequently helpful when certain features 
occur in a condition of maximum development or when used in 
conjunction with other characters* The amount of variation 
occurring in several species has been determined by 
gathering data on certain tegminal characters, and is 
discussed under the individual species* 
Genitalia and their value * 
The use by American orthopterists of those parts of 
the male acridid genitalia which are ordinarily concealed 
has bean developed only sines Hubbell (1933) called attenua¬ 
tion to their grant value, particularly in the genus 
Melanoolus* Hebard has more recently utilized the details 
of the aedeagus and epiphallus in a series of studies 
dealing with Melanoplus and its allies* Although many 
specias may be identified readily by the usual external 
characters, it is now essential to examine the concealed 
genitalia in certain groups of helanoplus before identifica¬ 
tion can be made. This is notably true in the case of 
M* packardii Scu&d*, a species of economic importance, and 
its near relatives* Unfortunately, all subfamilies of 
Acrididae, or even all genera of Cyrtacanthacrinae, do not 
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exhibit such striking genitalic differences between species 
as occur in most groups of he1 anoplus, and in Hearc tic 
Acridinae the concealed genitalia have not been used for 
taxonomic purposes. The writer has now discovered that 
the aedeagus is of value in Orphulella and believes that 
this or other structures will eventually prove to ne helpful 
in several other genera of Acridinae. It is encouraging 
to note that a few students of the Old World Acrididae 
(Chang, Jannone) have used the concealed genitalia in taxo¬ 
nomic works, and it is to be hoped that they will come into 
more general use. 
Illustrated discussions of the principal parts of the 
male acridid genitalia have been made available by Walker 
(1988), Hubbe11 (1932), Snodgrass (1975, 1937), and others, 
and only a brief review will be made here. The genitalis 
of Orphulella ara of a type similar to those of Chorthlppus 
and Mermirla which are figured by Snodgrass (1935, figs. 23, 
29). The concealed genitalia lie beneath and slightly 
anterior to the pallium or dorsal membrane covering the 
apical sternite of the abdomen. During copulation the 
genitalia are protruded from beneath this covering, and in 
the study of dried material relaxation allows the pallium 
to ba slipped back posteriorly so that the tip of the aedeagus 
is exposed. Buried in the muscles of the genital mass, and 
leading to the base of the aedeagus, are the large, paired. 
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supporting arms of the endophallus (fig* *2) • Dorsad of 
the endophallus are the aedeagal apoderaes (not illustrated 
here) which resemble a yoke, the free ends of which are 
directed anteriorly. The eplphailus (fig- 13) is a trans¬ 
verse sclerite, characterized by various folds and hooks, 
which is attached to the upper surface of the genital mass- 
When examined in lateral view (fig* 12), the apex of 
the aedeagus is seen to be made up of anterior and posterior 
processes. Viewed along the longitudinal axis, both 
anterior and posterior processes are revealed as paired 
structures, the left and right anterior processes being 
rather closely fused, while the two posterior ones are 
separate at their tips, so that a cleft is formed between 
them. The spermatophores, containing spermatozoa, are 
formed in the spermatophore sac ventrad of and anterior to 
the baa© of the asdeagus. During copulation the spermato- 
phores pass through the groove which is formed by the space 
between the anterior and posterior processes and the cleft 
betii?©an the two posterior processes* 
Concerning terminology, the author prefers to fallout? 
Snodgrass* Thus the aedeagus and eplphailus are equivalent 
to the penis and useudosternite, respectively, of Walker, 
Hubbell, and Hebard. It is believed that the former terms 
are more indicative of the true morphological nature of the 
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structures# and# if so, a change is justified as the other 
terms have been in general use by orthopterists only a few 
years. 
In separating the species of Orphuiella found north 
of Mexico, the writer has failed to find constant differ¬ 
ences in the epiphallus# but the structure of the anterior 
processes of the aedeagus has proved ;\rery helpful. The 
outline of the apex of the anterior processes# when seen in 
lateral view (fig. 12), is character!stic of each species, 
and# after a little practice with the species involved, it 
is possible to identify doubtful specimens by this character. 
Variation in the anterior process occurs in 0. pelidna as 
an accompaniment of the division of that species into sub- 
sp8ci9©j in at least two areas in the wide distribution of 
^oMidna furrier variation in the anterior process occurs 
which is apparently the result of incipient racial develop¬ 
ment not yet worthy of nominal recognition. i?ith these 
exceptions, to be discussed in detail later, the anterior 
process is found to be remarkably constant. 
Mien specimens of Orphuiella are collected it is a 
simple matter to slip back the pallium of a few individuals 
of each aeries at the time of mounting, thus making the apex 
of the aedeagus available for later study without further 
relaxation, unless the whole genital mass is to be removed. 
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Dry material may be relaxed by dipping the tip of the 
abdomen in water that 13 boiling or nearly boiling* The 
author has followed a method of removing the entire geni¬ 
tal mass, including epiphallus, and examining the anterior 
process carefully while lying in alcohol. It was found 
that with a little removal of torn and loose muscle the 
anterior process was available for rainute examination 
without treatment with caustic potash. since the latter 
treatment may injure structures which sometime later will 
prove to be of value, though not so recognized at present, 
the author prefers to keep the genital mass in its natural 
condition, and, after study, it is placed in a micro-vial 
of glycerine attached to the pin below the grasshopper from 
which it was taken. It is often possible to see the 
aedeagus sufficiently well to permit identification by 
slipping back the pallium, without removing the genital mass. 
During this study the male genitalia of 265 specimens of 
Grphnlalia were examined in alcohol and preserved in glycerine. 
Others were studied without removal from the specimen. 
With the exception of color differences in the lateral 
basivalvular sclent© of the ovipositor of jjelidna and 
S£eciosa, to be considered later, no female genltalic 
characters for the separation of species north of iiexico have 
been found. The bearing of genitalia of both sexes on 
natural groups of species has already been mentioned, but 
this involved Neotropical species. 
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?hQ characters of Orphulella ar© so variable that the 
author realizes the limitations of the following key. 
With a littla experience on the part of the user, however, 
it should aid in identification, particularly since no 
more than two species occur in any one part of the United 
States, except rarely within the range of olivacea. 
Key to the species of Qrphul-aila which occur 
in America north of Mexico 
1. Lateral view of anterior process of aedeagus as in 
figure 23; pronotum (figs. S3,£5} usually noticeably 
elongate with lateral carinae parallel on the prozona, 
carinae frequently somewhat incurved (fig* 26) in 
specimens from southwestern California, rarely so 
further east; ulnar area of male tegraen without well 
developed spurious vein, rarely present for 2-3 cells 
(sea figs. 31, 51 for terminology); fastigium of male 
vertex (fig. 23) acute, dorsal depression with posterior 
margin far removed from apex of fastigium; fastigium of 
female variable (figs. 26,27,49), usiually well produced 
anteriorly. (Arizona and southern parts of California, 
Nevada, and Utah. Fig. 1) compta Scudder 
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Aedeagus not as above (figs. 90,32,35-43); other 
features variable. (Area of distribution not adjoin¬ 
ing that of coapta except in pelidna desereta) . 2 
Z• Aodeagus as in figure 20; fastlgium usually blunt with 
dorsal depression little developed and near apex of 
fastlgium (figs. 15, 19), occasionally, particularly 
in western specimens, more acute and depression more 
developed (figs. 17,18); teg-men of male rarely with 
well developed spurious vein in ulnar area, most often 
absent (fig. 31); tegmen of female with anterior ulnar 
vein usually noticeably curving anteriorly (fig. 30); 
prone turn (figs. 16,13) usually relatively short and 
with lateral carinae little incurved, but these features 
variable (figs. 21,2*2, 24) . ( festern margin of Great 
Plains to Atlantic Ocean, in Southeast found only in 
highlands. Fig* 1.) .... soeciosa (Sounder) 
Aedeagua not as in figure 20; fastigium rarely as blunt 
or depression as little developed as in usual condition 
in above category (figs. 4-6, 8-11); tegmina variable, 
but usually opposite from above in specimens from within 
range of soeciosa (figs. 50,51); pronoturn usually more 
elongate (figs. 4-11), carinae variable 3 
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3. Aedeagus typically as in figures 37 - 42, varying as 
in figure 43; fastigium rectangular to acute (figs. 
4-6,83*45) ....... pelidna (Surraelstar) .. 4 
Aedeagus never with distinct anterior wlip,* not as 
above (figs- 32-36); fastigium rectangular to very 
acute (figs. 9-11,43). (Coasts of Atlantic and Gulf 
States) .... oilvacea (dorse) ..... 5 
4. Tegmina usually extending clearly beyond hind femora; 
lateral carinae of pronotum (figs. 6,46) distinctly 
incurved on prozona except rarely; aedeagus usually 
with noticeable anterior *lip,» except in certain 
material west of the ilissiasippi diver. (Atlantic 
Ocean to western margin of Great Plains. Pig. 8) 
. . pelidna pelidna (Burmeiater) 
Tegmina less elongate, usually little exceeding hind 
femora; lateral carinae never markedly Incurved, often 
parallel on prozona or nearly so (fig. 45); aedeagus 
very rarely with anterior nip. * (lest of the Great 
Plains) ................ pelidna deaereta S<gUddar 
5. Tegmina usually extending well beyond hind femora; 
pronotum more elongate and lateral carinae but little 
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incurved. (iJore northern in distribution. Fig- 3). 
.... oil vac ea oil vacea (Morse) 
Tograins extending little if any beyond hind femora; 
pronotum usually loss elongate and lateral carinae 
more noticeably incurved* lateral carinae often 
interrupted on prozona (fig. 48). (More southern in 
distribution) ... olivacea halophila Rehn and 
Hebard 
Orphulella compta Scudder 
Figs. 1, 23* 25-28, 49 
Orphulella compta Scudder, Canid. Ent«, Vol. 31, pp. 178,180, 
1899. 
Orphulella affinis Scudder, ibid., pp. 178,183, 1399. (New 
synonymy) 
Orphulella graminea Bruner, Biol. Cent.-Amer., Orth. Vol. 2, 
pp. 75,78, 1904. 
Type material examined and location* 
Lectotype of compta, here designated: Mala “Palm Springs, 
Calif. July 10, 1397. Orph* compta. Scudder?s Type, 
1399. M.C.Z. type 15223.“ M. C. 2. 
Lectotype of affinis, here designated: Male “Coronado, 
Calif. July 24, 1897. Orph. affinis Scudder*s Type 
1899. ll.C.Z* type 15222.“ M. C. Z. 
Leetotype of graminea, designated by Rehn and Hebard 
(1918a, p. 118): Male "Phoenix, Ariz * R. If* Kunze." 
Heb* Coll* 
Para types of eo tap ta (all collected by A - ?• horse) • 1 male, 
1 female 11 Palm Springs, Calif- duly 12, 1397." Hsh. 
Coll. 2 females "Palm Springs, Calif* July 1.8, 1897. * 
1 female "Yoma, Aris* July 5, 1397.” l/.A.N.h* 
4 males, 1 female *Ytima, Ariz- July 5, 1397." 1 male, 
1 female "Palm Springs, Galif* July 13, 1397.w 1 female 
"Palm Springs, Calif- July 13, 1897.M U. of i ich* 
Para types of aff inis |all collected by A. P* florae): 2 females 
"Coronado, Calif. July 84, 1897." 1 female "Kern City, 
Calif- Aug* 4, 1397." U. 3* IU U. 2 males "8* Diego, 
Calif- July 22, 1397." 1 male "Kern City, Calif* Aug.4, 
1997** 1 female "Tulare, Calif* Aug. 5, 1397.* 1 female 
"Coronado, Calif* July *34, 1897*" U. of Rich. 
Paratypes of graminea* 2 males, 8 females "Phoenix, Ariz* 
R. Mm Kunze.rt Heb* Coll* 
Descriptive notes* 
The most characteristic external feature of compta is 
the lateral carinae of the pro no turn. Figures 23, 25«27 
illustrate the variation that occurs; the incurving carinae 
are especially typical in specimens taken near the California 
coast. The fastigium (f 1,3s. 23,27,49) i3 usually elongate 
and more acute than in typical desereta, but in certain 
c&ses male genitalia are necessary to distinguish species* 
Mo males have been examined which have an entire spurious 
vein in the ulnar area of the tsgmen* Very rarely one is 
present for 2-3 cells, and the absence of a spurious vain 
is probably more constant than in sped os a * The outline 
of the anterior process of the male aedeagus (fig. 26) is 
very constant, being evenly and broadly rounded. In a few 
specimens from Arizona it is a little atraighter across the 
dorsal surface of the apex than in the one illustrated. 
Rarely an anterior lip is suggested, but unlike the condi¬ 
tion in desereta. 
The color af compta varies from a uniform pale green 
to brown, and the tegmina may be maculate or not. Fre¬ 
quently the tegraina are slate-colored in the discoidal area, 
while the anal and marginal fields are green or pale brown. 
A narrow dark stripe often extends caudad from each 
compound eye, narrowly bordering the pale lateral carinae 
on the lateral lobes of the pro zona and continuing on the 
disk of the metazona. In material from southwestern 
California the brown color prsdominates, though green 
specimens occur. Further east, green specimens ire much 
more common than brown. Apparently the percent of green 
individuals is highest in areas of luxuriant vegetation. 
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The following specimens measured in millimeters are 
representative of the size variation encounterel in the 
material studied# 
Locality 
Body 
Length Pronoturn Tegmen 
Hind 
Femur 
Feraales 
Coronado, Calif. 
Paratype of affinis 21. 3.7 13.3 12.4 
Tulare, Calif. 
Para type of affinis 23.2 4.3 15.5 12.1 
Beaver Dam, Ariz. 24.5 4.6 19.7 13.3 
Yuma, Ariz. 22.5 4.4 20.5 13.5 
Ft. Yuma, Calif. 25.5 5. 24.5 15.3 
Males 
Coronado Beach, Calif. 16 • 2*8 11.9 9.5 
Kern City, Calif* 
Paratype of affinis 15. 3. 11.4 
St. George, Utah 13. 3.6 15 , 11.3 
Yuma, Ariz. 
Paratype of compta 16.6 3.2 14.7 10. 
Heher, Calif* 3.6 16.5 11.3 
Synonymy . 
i 
The synonymy of nramlnaashaa been indicated by Hebard 
(1935b, p. 238), and has been borne out by the present study. 
The leeto type and paratypea of gramlnea are perfectly 
typical of compta. Because of the variation of compta, 
as found near the coast, the synonymy of affinis has 
required more study, but is likewise evident. Practically 
the only differences between affinis and compta recognised 
by Scudder (1899a) were that the tegrnlna of af finis were 
shorter than those of compta, and that the lateral carinae 
°f affinis were divergent on the prozona instead of paral~ 
lei or faintly arcuate as in compta. Specimens from 
several series, which in these cases are surely composed of 
only one species, illustrate the variability of the 
characters in question. Series from Nevada include speci¬ 
mens collected at the same time and place which show the 
perfectly parallel carinae frequent in compta and the arcu¬ 
ate carinae of affinis. Specimens from coastal localities 
from Los Angeles to San Diego exhibit variation in the 
outline of the carinae and the length of the tegmina, which 
include the morphological conditions occurring in the 
Imperial Valley where compta is especially abundant. Although 
there are fairly regular tendencies shown by this variation, 
there is no evidence of well marked subspecies, and af finis 
is accordingly placed in synonymy. The distinctive male 
aedeagus supports this conclusion. 
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Distribution. 
Bcudder’3 record (1899a, p. 137) of pelldna from Los 
Angeles was based upon material of compta* NcNeiil (1897) 
identified specimens from Los Angeles as Mtepanlca (?) 
Gauss.** Examination shows the specimens to be compta. 
Records of compta from Cochise Co., Ariz. by Rehn (1907) 
and Rehn and Hebard (1908) actually refer to dosareta, as is 
more fully discussed under that species. Figure 1 shows 
the distribution of compta. It replaces desereta in the 
Lower Austral Life Zone of Arizona, Nevada, and California, 
and penetrates extreme southwestern Utah. The only species 
likely to be confused with compta is desereta, and the 
aedeagus is helpful in doubtful cases of specimens the 
external features of which are not distinctive. 
Biological notes on compta. 
This is the species which Essig (1936, p. 75) has called 
the *Green desert grasshopper.As that name implies, it 
is a species of the arid Southwest. The optimum development 
is found in moist areas, often rather local, which are 
frequently surrounded by desert or are at the edges of foot¬ 
hills. Essig reports having taken comptd in fields of 
alfalfa, barley and grasses in the Imperial Valley of 
California, and specimens are available which indicate that 
it often occurs in fairly large numbers in alfalfa and 
grasses* 
Like Dichroraorpha viridis (Scudd.) in the East, compta 
often takes advantage of green vegetation along streams. 
Irrigated lands often serve as a habitat, and Rehn and 
Ha bard (1908, p* 378) mention trie great abundance of compta 
on irrigated ground at Yuma, Ari2. At Mesquite, Nov* it 
was taken in a creek bed with tornillo, salt cedar and tall 
grasses, and at Las Vegas, Nav. Rehn and Hebard (1910, p. 
427) found it "well distributed in grass beside a stream** 
Along the coast of southern California the habitat is some¬ 
what different, and the latter authors found it "common 
among the scant grasses of the beach dunes* at Alamitos Bay 
and "among low salt marsh plants" at South Coronado Beach* 
The vertical distribution of compta is indicated by the 
following data taken from labels: Indio, Saltern Depression, 
C^lif*, 26 ft. below sea level, irrigated land, July 29, *07; 
Beaver Dam, Ariz*, 1450 ft., Sept. 7, 1926; Las Vegas, Mev., 
2050 ft., Aug. 10, '07; Ash Meadows, Nev., 2300 ft. 
Adults of compta occur during a large part of the year, 
apparently due to a long open season. -Specimens from Yuma, 
Ariz. range from June 9 to Nov. 2. Material from Brawley, 
Calif, is dated May 28, and a considerable series from Ft. 
Yuma, Calif. Sept. 9. Among the northern localities are Aug. 
8 at St. George, Utah and Sept. 7 at Beaver Dam, Ariz. 
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In his paper on Orthoptera attracted to lights, 
Tinkham (1938) says that corapta is fairly common* His 
records are Las Vegas, Mev. and 'fellton, iriz* In 
addition to Tinkham’s records, a male an I two females 
collected at electric lights at Yuma, Ariz*, June 18, 1915, 
by Harold Karri son are here recorded* 
Distribution of material of corapta examined* 
Utah: St* George; Santa Clara Creak above Santa Clara* 
Arizona: Tucson; Phoenix; Congress Junction; Heaver Dan; 
Topock; fellton; Yuma. 
X. 
Nevada: Mesquite; Bunkerville; Logandale; Lag Vegas; 
A3h Meadows• 
California: Shoshone; Needles; Blythe; Bard; Fort Yuma; 
Kane Spring; Brawley; Imperial; Holtsvills; 
El Centro; Heber; Calexico; fountain Spring; 
Tulare; hern City; Bakersfield; Newberry; San 
Bemadino; Riverside; Palm Springs; Indio; 
Alaaltos Bay (Los Angeles); Huntington Beach; 
Del Mar; San Diego; Coronado; Coronado Beach; 
Tia Juana; Dulzura. 
Orphulella olivacea ollvacea (Morse) 
Figs. 3, 9-11, 32-34 
2t a no bo thru s olivaceus Morse, Psyche, Vol. 6, p. 477, 
figs. 3,6, 1393* 
Type mater i al examined and location* 
Lac totype of olivacea, designated by Morse and Hebard (1915): 
Female "Stamford, Connecticut, ..Vug. 13-17, 1391, 
k* ?* Morse, Coll." M.C.2* 
Para types of olivacea (all collected by A. P. Morse): 2 males 
2 females "Greenwich, Conn., Aug. 23,25, 1392;* 3 males, 
3 females "Aug. 23,27,1392.» A.N.S.?. and Heb. Coll. 
3 males "Greenwich, Conn. Aug. 85, 1892;" 4 males, 
7 females "Greenwich, Conn. Aug. 23, 1392/* 1 male 
"Stamford, Conn., Aug. 13-17, 1391." U.S.H.U. 
1 male, 2 females "Greenwich, Conn. Aug. 33, 1392;" 
1 male, 1 female "Greenwich, Conn. Aug. 27, 1392;H 
1 male "Greenwich, Conn. Aug. 85, 1892." U. of Minn. 
2 males, 2 females "Stamford, Conn. Aug. 24, 1392;" 
1 female "Stamford, Conn. Aug. 13-17, 1391;" 3 males, 
9 females ‘Greenwich, Conn. Aug. 23, 1392." U. of Mich. 
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This species was based upon one of the largest t3/pe 
series of any American grassho per, there being 130 males 
and 167 females in the original series* 
Descriptive notes. 
This is the northern and typical subspecies of 
olivacea* Because of the variation and the development 
of a southern subspecies, halophila, the two subspecies 
will be discussed in some detail. The following descrip¬ 
tive notes based upon paratypes of olivacea, which wars 
taken near the known northern limit of the species, precede 
the discussion of variation* 
Fastig hum acute, more acute and sides often concave in 
male. Foveolae distinct, shallow, narrowly triangular* 
Depression far removed from apex (figs* 10,11)* Lateral 
carinae of pro no turn usually little incurved, but gradually 
diverging from near base of prozona to posterior, margin of 
metazona; carinas more distant at posterior margin than in 
front* Tagmina exceeding hind femora; ulnar area of male 
usually with incomplete spurious vein, sometimes absent; 
anterior ulnar vein of female little or not curved* 
Anterior process of male aedeagus with apex as illustrated 
(fig. 32) in lateral oxitline. General color usually 
olivaceous-brown, occasionally pale green* Markings 
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ch-^rac'toristic of other species of the genus, seldom with 
bright combinations# 
Along the Atlantic Coast there are certain progressive 
changes in olivacea. The fnstigium gradually becomes 
broader and more blunt* as the species moves southward, and 
there is an accompanying increase in size. These features 
were noted by Rehn and Hebard (1915, p* 164). As regards 
color* the light green specimens occur more frequently 
further south than in the North. 
Rehn and Hebard described halophila as differing from 
olivacea *in the more robust form, the never strongly 
elongate tegmina, the shorter pronoturn, the more arcuate 
lateral carinae of the proneturn and more inflated caudal 
femora.* The lateral carinae of the prozona of halophila 
are frequently interrupted, at least in color, but this 
feature is not constant. After puzzling a great leal over 
the available material, the writer has decided that there 
is evidence of intergradation in series from the Texan and 
Floridian Coasts, and from Bermuda, and halophila and 
olivacea are consequently treated as subspecies- Although 
each subspecies varies within its range, and, as has already 
been pointed out, in the case of olivacea there are progres** 
sive changes, each subspecies is essentially distinct except 
in the areas of intergradation. The differences mentioned 
in the original description of halophila are well marked in 
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typical specimens• This situation fulfills the require¬ 
ments of subspecies as outlined by Hebard (192Ja)> earlier 
referred to in the general discussion of subspecies. 
There is variation in the robustness of halophila» as 
shown by series from Iona, Fla• * and in this respect 
haloohila females grade into olivacoa females from Cedar 
.  ■» ■ —»irwi'fr-iniriiwi    lr-rir^n-WUjm nu l»«n T-n rr- 
KeySt Fla* 
The tegmina of halophila vary in length, but do not 
eq'ual the macroptorous specim©na of olivacoa. On the other 
hand, there is much variation in oilvacea* dories of the 
latter from Tybee Island, Ga* vary from tegmina equal to the 
hind femora to exceeding the femora by 4.5 ram. Tegmina of 
series from Cedar Keys exceed the hind femora by 2 to 4 mm. 
and those from Virginia Point, Tex* by 2.3 to 5 mm. In 
each above instance intermediate terminal lengths between 
the cited extremes occur. The same is true of series from 
certain other localities, and it is evident that length of 
tegmina can not be used as a constant character to distinguish 
two spec!8s. 
A female from Yankeetown, Fla. has a shorter pronotum 
than most specimens of ollvaceai but a series of the latter 
from Cedar Keys includes the same condition. Females of 
olivacoa from Virginia Point show sufficient variation to 
■ nft. Him i n. H.TTii-uirn-i. i ur.Mi.nnT 
include the proportions of the Yankeetown specimen. 
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Measurements show that the proportions of metazona and 
prozona vary in males» but the extent of intergradation i3 
not as marked as in the females* It is nevertheless 
indicated in material from Dunedin and Cedar Keys, Fla* 
Variation in the arcnation of the lateral carinae of 
the pronotum is strikingly demonstrated by specimens of 
halophila from Katherine and Padre Island, Tex* with 
greatly incurved carinae as compared with specimens from 
Corpus Christi, Tex. which have the carinae nearly parallel 
on the prozona. Small series from Katherine and Lake 
Lomalta, Tex* show a great deal of arcuation, and have a 
color pattern of ashy hues suggestive of Cordillacris♦ 
The Katherine specimens were taken 11 in short grass in salty 
flat, * and the condition of the specimens is perhaps the 
response to a rather dry inland saline area as opposed to a 
coastwise salt marsh* The carinae of certain specimens 
appear more arcuate than those of others because of more 
contrasting colors. 
In its bearing on intergradation, a series of 3 males 
and 5 females from Bermuda is of unusual interest. *?ith the 
exception of a male from Elba Beach, this is the material 
recorded by Hahn (1910) from Warwick Parish as ollvacea. 
The females compare favorably with females from the Hew 
Jersey Coast, while the males are very like paratypes of 
halophlla from Key Test, Fla. and other males from Dunedin, gla. 
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There is no evidence that the opposite sexes of the 
Bermuda series represent different species. Hehn (1910) 
says that notes with the specimens state that the species 
is not rare on the south shores of Warwick Beach. It 
would not seem that if oilvacea and halo ohila were distinct 
species, and both occurred on the island, the collecting 
would have resulted in one sax alone of each species being 
taken. There is little choice but to believe that a 
peculiar type of intergradation occurs there, with the 
result that the two sexes most closely resemble subspecies 
of ana species. 
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Representativo specimens of olivacea oilvacea have been 
measured, in millimeters, as follows: 
Local!ty 
Body Hind 
Length Pronoturn Tegmen Femur 
Females 
Greenwich, Conn. 
Para type of olivacea 19.5 3.7 16.7 11.5 
Game as above SO. 5 3.7 18. 11.6 
Same as above 23. 4. 21. 13.3 
Buras, La. 24.3 4.3 20. 14.5 
Biloxi, Hiss. 27.5 5.2 24.5 16. 
Cedar Keys, Fla. 27.5 vr, O O * & 23.5 16*5 
•fare's Tharf, Va. 26 • 4 • 21.5 13.8 
Cedar Keys, Fla. 29.5 5.3 23. 15.5 
Margate City, H. J. 25.5 4.6 22.8 14.5 
Virginia Point, Tex. 27. 5.1 23.5 16.5 
Males 
Grenwich, Conn. 
Paratype of olivacea 15.3 2.6 13.2 9.3 
Buras, La. 20.5 4. 17.7 18.3 
Cedar Keys, Fla. 22. 4.2 19. 13.5 
Tybee Island, Ga* 19.5 3.6 17. 11.7 
Virginia Point, Tex. 21.7 4. 13. 11.8 
The writer is unable to separate two subspecies from 
the material recorded from Corpus Christ!, Tex. as both 
olivacea and halophila by Rehn and Hebard (1916), and it 
all assigned to olivacea halophila. 
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Distribution 
In addition to the distribution Indicated by material 
* 
examined (fig* 3), olivacea has been recorded from the 
murnmum wtmmmumm 
Bahamas by Morse (1905) and was perhaps the species recorded 
as PQlidna with a query by Rehn (1906b). In both cases the 
subspecies halophlla, or intermediate material between the 
two races, very likely was involved. 
There have been several misldentifications involving 
£li_vacea recorded. Rehn (1910, p. 6) suggests that a 
number of records of other species from Bermuda probably 
refer to olivacea. A male "Gulf Coast of Texes, Aaron 
1834" recorded by Scudder (1399a) as pratorum is actually 
■oilyacea. The male recorded from Pablo Beach, Fla. by Rehn 
acri hebard (1915) as olivacea is shown by examination of the 
aedeagus to be £elldna pelidna. Giglio-Tos (189?a) recorded 
olivacea from Panama and Venezuela, and (1398) from Ecuador. 
Hebard (1984a, p. 3?) considers the 1397 records based upon 
either concinnula or punctata, and states that olivacea "does 
not occur in the American tropics." He also says (1924b, 
p* 173& that Ecuadorean specimens received from Giglio-Tos 
from the series reported in 1398 are concinnula. The Glglio. 
Tos specimens were previously mentioned by Rehn (1306a, p.27; 
1916, p. 278). 
Biological notes on olivacea olivacea and oilvacea 
halophila. 
This species is well known as an inhabitant of coastwise 
marshes and nearby saline or brackish places* Typical 
olivacea is found in the tall vegetation of salt marshes, 
but, as pointed out by Rehn and Hebari (1916), it occasion¬ 
ally occurs among beach dunes. On the other hand, olivacea 
halo phi la has been taken more often on saline flats with low 
halophytlc vegetation, or even on almost bare coral rock, 
rather than in actual salt marsh. This distinction does 
V 
not always hold, however, as shown by specimens of halophila 
taken in salt marsh grass at Iona, Fla. 
Collections indicate that halophila occurs in the adult 
condition over a much longer period than in the case of 
TA-Y ^ ^ ®ci olivacea. This is to be expected because of the 
tropical and subtropical habitat of halophila, and may also 
os due uo the incompleteness of collecting. Adults of 
halophila have been studied which were taken during each 
month of the' year except January and June, and these months 
are represented among intergrades from Bermuda. Nymphs have 
been collected during February, March, July, August, and 
September* 
July, August, and September are tha months In which 
olivacea olivacea has bean takan most frequently. July 5 
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at Smith Island, Va* and October 3 at Ware1 s Wharf, Va• 
are seasonal limits at that latitude. July 24 is an early 
date at Margate City, M. J. Large series from Cedar Keys, 
Fla. were collected July 12, 13, September 29, and October 
13. Nymphs ware taken there July 13. 
Distribution of material of olivacea ollvacea examined« 
Connecticut: Stamford; Greenwich. 
Hew Jersey: Little Beach; North of Brigantine Inlet; Atlantic 
City; Ventnor; Margate City; Ocean City; Cedar 
Springs; 3ea Isis Turnpike; Ocean View; Avalon; 
Clermont; Anglessa; Wildwood Junction; Cold 
Spring; Cape May; Deanisville; Cape May Court 
House; Frma. 
Virginia: Franklin City; Smith Island; Ocean View; Taopa™ 
h an nock; fare's Wharf; kiillenbeck; White stone; 
Revel’s Island. 
North Carolina* Beaufort; Wrightsville; Southport. 
South Carolina: Isle of Palms; Charleston; Bluffton. 
Georgia: Tybee Island; Sandfly. 
Florida: Cedar Keys; Yankeetown; Carrabelle; Pensacola; 
Ft. Barrancas. 
Mississippi: Biloxi; Gulfport; Ship Island; Cat Island; 
Pass Christian. 
Louisiana* Buras* 
Tsxas: Sabine; Galveston; Virginia Point* 
Specimens examined intermediate between oily ace a 
olivacea and olivacea halo phi lea* 
<.r7T~» hi 1 *--**^» i*"* >.—:«■* ■ mm wfiijii n/m «oa»-■ »■■■  i«im n^i»iw. i w.ma 
Bermuda: Warwick Parish, Dec. 11* 1909s 1 female; Dec* 14, 
1909, 1 female; Dec. 17, 1909, 1 female; Dec. 19, 
1909, 1 male; Jan. 13, 1909, 1 female; April 13, 
1909, 1 male, 1 female. All collected by F. 11* 
Jones. 
Elba Beach, June 30, 1931, H. K. 'hetzel, 1 male. 
(All above Bermuda material in Philadelphia collections.) 
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Orphulella olivacea halophila Rehn and Hebard 
Fig8* 3, a, 35, 36, 47, 43 
Orphuialla halophila Rehn and Hebard, rroc. Acad. Nat. Sci 
Phila., Vo1. 63, p. 166, pi. 12, figs. 6-8, 1916. 
Ty££ material examined and location. 
Holotjpe of halophila• Female *Kay .Vest, Monroe Co., Fla., 
July 3-7, 1912, H* & H.* Heb. Coll. 
Allotype and paratypes of halophila* 8 males, 17 females, 
same data as type; 1 male, 4 females HKsy fast, Fla., 
. 
March 15-16, 1910, Hebard.** A.1J.9.?. and Heb. Coll. 
Descriptive notes. 
me important descriptive features of halophila are her© 
noted, based upon typical specimens of this subspecies. 
Fastigium (figs. 8, 43) narrowly rounded (female) to 
slightly acute (male); foveolae about as in olivacea; dorsal 
depression of male considerably removed from apex, less go 
in female. Lateral carinae of pronotun distinctly incurved 
On prozona, diverging on metazona, usually weak or inter¬ 
rupted on prozona. Tegmina about equal to or slightly 
surpassing tips of hind femora; ulnar area of male with 
incomplete spurious vein usually present. Hind femora often 
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rather swollen. Aedeagus practically identical with that 
of oilvacea. Color more variable than in olivacea, 
especially of females; general color green or brown, 
occasionally pals gray; lateral carinae of pronotum often 
brilliant pale yellow, usually interrupted and sometimes 
accompanied by structural interruption, sometimes plain; 
pronotal disk plain or marked with black or purple; tegmina 
usually with large maculations in discoidal area, often small 
brown spots in anal field, sometimes marked with purple; hind 
femora often barred and dotted with color ranging from brown 
to purple * 
Apparently halophila varies considerably in color with 
local ecological conditions* Females from Key "feat and 
Corpus Christ! are of a greenish—yellow-brown phase for the 
most part, with purple conspicuous on the pronotum and 
posterior portions of the tegmina in a few specimens. Boot 
Key and Dunedin specimens are of a sombre , grayish-brown 
snade, similar t~? certain of the par a type s * Hohn and Hebard 
noted the various color combinations and that the males, 
waich are predominately of a brownish phase, are more uniform 
in color. 
Two females in the Philadelphia collections, labelled 
LOfrn, Tax., July 7, 1908, agree closely with those from Lake 
Lomalta, Tex. The only nLoma* known to the writer is located 
in Walker Co., about 70 miles inland and at a latitude north 
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of Galveston. Mo further information about the source of 
ths specimens is available. If they are not the result 
of accidental mislabelling which is barely possible, they 
demonstrate that the subspecies of olivaccm are very plastic 
under ecological conditions and that a colony, established 
farther inland than had previously been suspected, has taken 
' 
on the appearance of an extreme condition of the southern 
race. .At least in southern Texas, there has been donsidor- 
able fluctuation of the coast line during recent geological 
time. This has resulted in a number of old sea beaches, 
several miles inland, and in such situations halophlla 
probably occurs. Rebn and Hebard (1916, pp. 164-165, 170) 
have discussed ths effect which beaches, saline flats and 
marshes apparently have on olivacea and halophlla* 
tinder olivacea olivacea the variation and intergradation 
of the two subspecies have been treated. In Florida 
material south to and including Yankeetovm on the Gulf Coast 
is considered olivacea olivacea. Material from the Atlantic 
Coast of Florida is not sufficient to give the limits of the 
subspecies. Texan localities north to and including Corpus 
Christi are regarded as halophlla* The material from 
Bermuda is considered to represent an intergrading condition. 
The assignment of certain specimens, near the zone of inter¬ 
gradation, is somewhat arbitrary. However, the series from 
Corpus Christ!, Cedar Keys and the area about Dunedin 
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indicate that those from Cedar Keys lean sufficiently on 
the olivacea side and the others on the halophila side to 
permit racial identification* Further field work may 
make possible the plotting of more definite areas of 
in t e r g radation* 
Representative specimens of olivacea halophila hMve 
been measured, in millimeters, as follow: 
Locality 
Body 
Length Pro no turn 'Legmen 
Hind 
Femur 
Females 
Ka therine, Tex* 20*5 3.5 14.5 11*7 
Iona* Fla* 21.4 3.8 17 • 12*8 
Key fast, Fla. 
Paratype of halophila 28*8 4 * 2 17. 12.5 
Same as above 25.5 4.4 19 .7 14 
Corpus Christ!, Tex* 26*5 5. 30.7 15.5 
Males 
Dunedin, Fla* 16* 3.8 13.4 10.3 
Key Test, Fla* 
Paratype of halophila 17.6 3*2 14.3 10. 
Same as above 18.5 3.3 15.5 10.8 
South and 
Padre Island, Tax. 14*5 2.7 12.3 9.4 
Corpus Christ!, Tax. 19. 3.5 15.5 11. 
Same as above 18* 3*5 14.5 11.5 
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Dlstrlbutlon. 
In addition to the local!ties shown in Figure 3, 
records from Tampico, Tamaulipas, hex. have been published 
by Rehn and Hebard (1916, p. 169) and also by Hebard (1932, 
p* 23?). Material of halo phi la was recorded as pel idna by 
Rehn and Hebard (1912b) before it was recognized as a dis~ 
tinct species. The habitat, as discussed in 1916 by the 
latter authors, and by Blatchley (1920), is mainly among 
halophytic plants in the mangrove region. It may be on 
almost bare coral rock, or on sandy areas often covered by 
water at high tide. "At Corpus Christi and Point Isabel 
ths species frequented saline adobe flats with low halophytic 
vegetation" (Rehn and Hebard, 1916, p. 170). 
Because halophila is least known of the species and 
subspecies treated, full data on the specimens examined are 
given. The specimens are in the Philadelphia collections 
unless otherwise noted. Type material, already listed, is 
omitted hare. 
!i 2l of olivacea halophila examined. 
Florida: Tampa, Feb. 33, 1924, 1 female, 2 juv. (u. of Mich.); 
July 20, 19 34, R. H. Beamer, 1 female. 
Dunedin, Dec. 13, 1917, *?• 8. B., 1 male (H* of 
Mich.); Feb. 12, 1917, 1 male, 1 female (U. of Mich 
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and U.3.H.M.). 
Hog. Island, Dec. 12, 1917, 7. 3. 31atchley, 
1 male, 1 female (g.B.N.w.). 
Punta Rassa, way 12, 1910, J. C. Bradley, 1 male. 
Iona, Lee Co., near Ft. Myers, found in aalt marsh 
grass, Sept. 13, 1917, R. & H., 10 males, 4 females, 
1 juv. Marco, April 20, 1912, ¥7. ?. Davis, 2 females. 
Key Vaca, Mar. 14, 1910, H., 2 males, 1 juv. 
Boot Key, aar. 14, 1910, H., 1 male. 
Big Pine Key, July 6, 1912, R. & H., 1 mala. 
Kay vest, March, Dysr and Gaudell, 1 male, S females. 
(J.S.H.ti.}; Feb. 15, 1917, Harold Morrison, 1 female, 
1 juv., (U.S.ii.lf.). 
Texas: Corpus Christ!, Oct. 3, 1929, A. a« Mathevrson, 1 female, 
(U.3.M.M.); July 89, 1912, H., 7 males, 14 females, 
1 JUV. Katherine, Dec 3, 1911, m salt grass in salty 
flat* 2 miles, 2 females * 
Lake Lomalta, Cameron Co., Nov. 27, 1910, 1 female. 
S. end Padre Island, Dec. 12, 1910, 1 male. 
Point Isabel, Aug. 8, 1912, H., ?, mai9s, g juv. 
Questionable record - Loraa, July 7, 19-08, g females. 
Qrphulella pelldna pelldna (3nrmelstsr) 
Figs. 2, 6, 7, 12, 13, 15, 33-41, 46, 50, 51, 53, 65 
Gomphocerus pelidnus Burraeieter, Habdb. Int., Bd. 2, 
Abth. 2, pt. 1, p. 650, 1333. 
:tenobothru3 aacullpa .mis Scudder, Boat. Journ. Nat. Hist., 
Vol. ?, p. 453, 1362. 
Stanobothrus proplnquans Scudder, Ibid., p. 461, 1868. 
pratorum Scudder, Canad- fnt., Vol. 31, pp. 179, 
136, 1399. 
Typa material examined and location. 
Leeto type of raacullpennla. hare designated: Female 
*—* S.191-j,Ll£g.»f?.i3i Scndd. Mass.; 3tenobothrua taaeullpennls 
Seudd. Cab. S. H. Scudder; Type 15230.'* U.C.2. 
Leo to type of proplnquans, hare designated: **53; 3. proplnquans 
Scudd.; = Goragh. jaalldnus Burnt., Gotaph. pelldnus Cab. 
S. H. Scudder; Type 15229;** also a pink circle; U.C.Z. 
Lectotype of pratorum, here designated: Male "Dallas, Tex. 
Boll's No. 33; Dot. Mar. 1875 by 3. H. Scudder for J. 
3oll> Steaobothree macullpennls Scudd. Cab. 3. h. 
I -5 f** 
& 
r ry 
* • 
Scudder; Type 15224." 
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paratypes of pratorum: 1 female "Dallas, Tex. 3oll's No."; 
1 male "Geo." A.N.3.P. and Heb. Coll. 
Z females "Texas, Selfrage;" 1 male "Dallas, Tex. Boll." 
U.S.N.M. 
1 male "Dallas, Tex. Boll."; 1 mala "Texas, Belfrage;" 
1 female "Geo."; 1 female "Dallas, Tax. Boll’s No." 
U. of Mich. 
Descriptive notes 
In this subspecies the angle of the fastigiura (figs. 
6, 46) ia fairly constant over most of its range, being more 
blunt near the area of Intergradation with pelidna desereta. 
The dorsal depression usually differentiates pelidna pelidna 
from apeolosa, being more distinct and further removed from 
the apex than In speciosa (figa. 16, 19). However, some 
Jiiscijjsa males (fig. 13) are very suggestive of pelidna in 
unis r33P®ct, and the differences shown by females are not 
always clear cut. The lateral foveolae are about as in 
£iivacaa, on the average more distinct than In speciosa, but 
not sufficient to servo as a single separating character. 
The lateral carinaa of the pronotum are very distinctly 
arcuate in the eastern states (figs. 6, 7, 46, 53), but are 
exceedingly variable. Material from Minnesota and Texas to 
the western border of the Great Pl3in3 averages less incurved 
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than that from east of the Mississippi River, but extremes 
typical of eastern specimens occur* Rarely, as in a male 
from Salem, M. J., the carinae are interrupted on the 
pro 20 n a • 
Specimens were measured to determine the relative 
lengths of prozona and metazoaa* Of 33 Floridian males, 
the mat a zona was the longer in 24, and only one had a 
distinctly longer prozona* The average ratio of prozona to 
metazona was a 1 : 1*1* Of 33 males from Texas and middle— 
western states, 18 had a longer metazona, 8 had a longer 
prozona, and the average ratio of prozona to metazona was 
as 1 : 1.02* Measurements showed that 13 of 33 Floridian 
females had a longer met a zona and in 7 the pro zona was the 
■ . . •** 
longer, tne ratio of pro zona to met azona was all 1*04* 
Uidinar!ly, the tegmina of pelIdna clearly surpass the 
titus ox the hind femora* Seventy-three Minnesota specimens 
were measured; in 22 the teg mi ns exceeded the femora by 2 mm 
or more, and in 9 by 1 mm* or less* In none did the femora 
exceed the tegmlna* In the large specimens occurring in 
Florida and the southern half of the Plains States, the long 
tegmlna are often conspicuous and permit little chance of 
contusion with sjaeciosa* Along the western limits of the 
range of typical pelidna a decrease in terminal length occurs• 
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The rather regular occurrence of a ST^urious vein in 
the ulnar area of the male tegmen (fig. 51) is indicated by 
an examination of 598 males, mostly from Florida ana other 
southeastern states* Only 12 or 2*6 percent* of which 2 
were from Michigan and 4 from North Dakota, lacked a well 
developed spurious vein on at least one tegmen* A 
spurious vein appears somewhat leas regularly in middle- 
western material than in eastern specimens. The anterior 
ulnar vein of the female ia seldom curved anteriorly as in 
specioaa* 
The illustrations (figs. 38-41) show the variation in 
the anterior process of the aedeagus* In the extreme 
eastern states there is almost always a projecting rtcapw or 
*lipH at the anterlodorsal margin of the anterior process* 
This lip is well developed in the many Floridian specimens 
examined* From Louisiana westward, along the Gulf Coast, 
a lip does not appear regularly, and there are noticeable 
average differences between specimens from eastern and 
western Texas, the latter being much like most Minnesota 
males (fig. 41). A few males from Ohio and Illinois are 
transitional between Middle Atlantic and Minnesota specimens* 
Several specimens from Presidio, Tex. have been studied 
which show a peculiar type of variation. The aedeagus is 
broadly convex along the vertical anterior margin of the 
anterior process* In this variant, the lateral carinae are 
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unusually parallel, diverging gradually on the metazona in 
a manner suggestive of northern specimens of olivacea 
oilvacea (fig* 10)* Th© asdeagus has not been used as a 
prime basis for separating the two subspecies of pelidna, 
as on this basis a well defined restricted area of inter- 
gradation has not thug far been evident, but there is a 
very noticeable change from the asdeagus characteristic of 
extreme eastern pelidna to that of pelidna desereta* 
Tha coloration, of pelidna pe 1 i(in a runs through th© 
whole gamut of color forms occurring in Orphulella, but 
specimens with green base color are less common than in 
tpecloea* Velvet-like black markings often appear on the 
disk of the metazona and bordering the lateral carinae on 
uaa lateral lobes of the prosona* The tegmina vary from 
heavily maculate to plain, and areas of the tegmsn frequently 
are reddish-purple. The abdomen is more often blotched 
with black than in apeeiosa, and the dark color of the 
lateral besivalvular sclerite of the lower ovipositor valve 
ifairly constant, though not always present* 
®0£ variation in pel idna, particu 1 arly a 1 onv the 
Rockj Mountains and the western margin of the Great Plains, 
leads to tha conclusion that dssareta is a western subspecies. 
In 3Pita of toe very many specimens of pelidna available, 
the localities represented in the area where the two subspecies 
meet (fig. 2) are too few to plot tills area of intergradation 
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in a complete way* A single specimen from a given 
locality near the zone of Intargradation can not always 
be placed to subspecies with certainty* but in a series a 
more satisfactory analysis of characters can be made and 
an exceptional specimen varying in the direction of the 
other subspecies will be recognised only as such* The 
area of intergradation is roughly outlined (fig* 2} by the 
symbols for intermediates, but the change from pelidna to 
desereta is sufficiently gradual so that sometimes the 
decision is arbitrary as to whether certain specimens are 
intermediates or atypical specimens of one subspecies. 
The following are measurements, in millimeters, of 
representative specimens of pelidna pelidna; 
n WM. .ih mm*m ismsuczs*  ■ , „„ ... 
Locality 
Body 
Length Pronoturn Teamen 
Hind 
Femur 
Females 
uittson Go * s Minn* 13* 3*3 14.8 10.3 
Hoyes, Minn* 20* 3.5 17.7 11.3 
Thomasvilla, &a• 13 • 5 3.2 15 * 10.4 
Norman, Okla. 86*5 4*5 23* 15. 
Kansas 26. 4.5 24. 15.5 
Fairbanks, Fla. 25. 4. 21.5 14. 
Locality 
Body Hind 
Length Pronoturn Tegmen Femur 
Males 
billow Branch, 3ask. 15.5 2*7 12.5 9.3 
Kittaon Co•, Linn• 2*6 12.5 3.5 
Plummer, Minn* 16*5 2*9 15.5 9.5 
Elkhart, Tex* 18*6 3.1 18*5 11. 
Atlantic Beach, Fla* 14.7 2*8 14*3 9*1 
Same as above 14.5 2*5 13.5 9. 
Galveston, Tex* 18.5 3.5 IB.5 11.5 
Cushing, Okla* 20*8 3*5 18.5 12.5 
Handley, Tex* 21* 3*8 18. 18.5 
•Synonymy 
The synonymy of macnllpannls and propinquana was 
indicated by McNeill (139?) and followed by Scudder (1899a). 
Tne former species was described from Massachusetts and the 
latter from Connecticut and Minnesota. Type examinations 
show the correctness of the synonymy in both instances, but 
from the data now borne by the specimen the writer does not 
know whether the lectotype of prqpinquans is from Connection 
or Minnesota* 
Rehn and Hebard (1906, p. 366; 1910, P. 627) Indicated 
th0 difficulty of distinguishing oratorum from pelidna, and 
11916, p. 163) placed oratorum in synonymy. There is no 
doubt that prat or urn is the species which American authors 
have called pelidna, and this association of Burmeisterfs 
name had best be followed unless pelidna can be shown to 
be baaed upon another species* * Rehn (1306b, p* 115) 
suggested that the status of pelidna was open to question* 
The writer has seen Pennsylvania specimens of Qrphulslla 
only from near Philadelphia, except for apeclosa, and the 
source of Burmeister3s material is not known, the original 
locality simply being given as Pennsylvania* McNeill's 
statement (189?, p* 338) that Scudder examined the type of 
and found propinquana to be a synonym is of uncertain 
value * 
Distribution, 
• **“'*■** i nunrraxnrrtr uni ...mm i in n>i.nn_ii^ 
Within the United States, there are few records 
extending tna distribution significantly beyond that indica°~ 
t9<i ln Figure 2. Davis (1983, p, 29) records pelidna from 
Ithaca and Rochester, M. Y., Blatchisy (1920) gives Indiana 
records, and ilorae (1920) suggests that it may occur in 
southern Maine and New Hampshire but gives no New England 
records north of Massachusetts. 
ihera are several records of pelidna from beyond the 
borders of the United States. Rehn (1909) gives records 
lro,n Cuba and the Isle of Pines, and Hebard (1932) from 
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Tamaulipas, Max. Bruner (1019) has identified pelidna 
from the Isle of Pines and Colombia; the latter record is 
almost surely incorrect. A small series from the island 
of New Providence, Bahamas, belonging to the Hebard 
Collection, has been, examined. Of 3 males studied, the 
characters of one are typical of pelidna pelidna, but the 
aedeagus of each of the others is uniformly different, and, 
coupled with certain external differences, suggests that 
further investigation of the Bahaman fauna might be of 
interest. The specimen typical of pelidna was not collected 
with the other two males mentioned* 
Biological notes on pelidna pelidna and pelidna desereta• 
The preferred habitat of pelidna is rather varied, and, 
over its wide range from Atlantic to Pacific, there are many 
large areas in which pelidna occurs only in restricted 
localities* Moisture is an important factor, and in the 
southeastern coast states pelidna is much more -generally 
distributed than in the northern states. last of the Miss- 
issippi River pelidna occurs on poor soil which varies from 
^he areas just bacic of beaches to waste areas overgrown with 
weeds and grasses in upland regions, the latter sometimes 
covered by open woods* Shotwellts reports (1938, 1939) on 
species and distribution of grasshoppers important in 1937 
and 1938, baaed upon survey collections from different 
habitats* show that in Kansas grassland in 1937 pelidna 
constituted 13*98 percent of the grasshopper population* 
being third in numbers to Opel a obscura ("lios•} and 
Ageneotettix deorua (Scu&d*)• The same year pelidna 
constituted 3*09 percent of the total in Iowa pasture land 
and 4*91 percent on range. In 1938, 3*96 percent of the 
Colorado range population was pelIclna* These surveys 
include counts of thousands of specimens, and, while certain 
limitations in their value exist, the general trends of 
species abundance are well indicated. Woodruff (133?) 
examined four types of habitats at Lawrence, Kansas during 
1936: alfalfa; corn; prairie; weed patch. Collections were 
made three times each week, from July 1 to August 21* Of 
the total number of grasshoppers taken, pelidna 4 percent and 
speciosa 3.7 percent were much less numerous than four species 
of Kelanoplus. On prairie, however, pelidna 21.3 percent 
^nd speciosa 15.2 percent were exceeded in abundance only by 
MfjfA^nopIus ditferentialis (Thos.) 15.5 percent and Mermirla 
blvittata (derv.) 18*5 percent. 
.31 at chi ey \ 19 20 j states that pell dna occurs everywhere 
i.i Florida, out that he took it only twice in Indiana, onca 
near a small lake and again in some low meadows* His 
Indiana experience is niuexi like that of K« s*Thomas, who 
writes (in litt.) of his contact with pelidna in Ohio: 
"Found as yet at only four stations, three in the 
prairie Oak Openings of Lucas and Fulton Counties and one 
In a limestone-tufa dry prairie north of Castalia, Erie 
County. The insects were found in or around damp 
depressions, for the most part; rather sparsely vegetated 
spots, characterized by fringed gentian (Gentiana erinlta). 
Aster azureus and other plants of damp, alkaline soils. 
They were also found in prairie grasses, such as Andropogon 
scoparius, around the borders of the low ground. Earliest 
date; July 18; latest. Sept. 23.* 
At Plummer, Minn., D* G. Denning has taken specimens 
along a river bank, in a meadow and in wooded areas. Of 
its occurrence on Staten Island, H. Y., Davis (1928, p. 29) 
says, "Occurs in both dry and moist situations, and is often 
common along the edge of the salt meadows.H In northeastern 
Texas it is common locally in open, sandy, oak woods (Isely, 
1935; 1937, p. 331) and is classed among the grasshoppers 
of tii9 light sandy soil group. Hetoard (1925; 1928) believes 
that P6lLana is restricted to local areas over the Great 
Plains where it apparently occurs only in swales or along 
river valleys. This localised occurrence apparently holds 
true for the western race, pelidna desereta, and moist areas 
where vegetation grows more luxuriantly than elsewhere are 
the preferred habitats. Near Bonita, Oregon, Rehn and 
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Hebard collected it on an alkalis flat, and material is at 
hand from a wboggy alkaline meadow” at ,'Ilford, Utah* A 
series of specimens intergrading between the two races was 
taken by Rehn and Habard at La Junta, Golo., rtin high grass 
on banks of Arkansas River*” Buckell (1920, p* 55) says 
pelidna was first found near Fairviaw, B* G* Aug* 7, 1919, 
and occurred during August *fairly commonly near the edges 
of ponds, and along banks of the Okanagan River* They 
were only seen where the grass was still green and were 
never observed out on the dry ranges* They aro strong 
jumpers but do not use their wings much.” 
With the exception of semi-tropical areas, pel1dna is 
generally most abundant from July to October. Adults have 
been taken in Florida during every month of the year, and 
in the region about Brownsville, Texas, during December, 
June, and August* The species belongs to the August- 
October succession in northeastern Texas (l3sly, 1937), 
and extreme dates for North Dakota (Hebard, 1936) and 
Minnesota (material examined) are July 24 to dept ember 16 
and July 6 (Ada) to September 6 (Polk Co.), respectively* 
October 18, at Coddyshore, is a late Virginia record. 
July 8 at Toppenlsh, Wash., September 4 at Gazelle, Calif.t 
and September 5 at Milford, Utah, are extreme dates among 
the northwestern material studied. 
Th9 altitudinal range of palldna Is from sea level to 
over 7000 feet. In Maryland and Virginia it is common 
near the coast* and H. A* Allard found it at 5500 feet on 
Whitetop Mt•, Virginia. T. H. Hubbell has taken large 
series of pelidna at the following localities: Crestmont, 
M. 0*9 3500 ft.; Roan Mt.# Tenn., 2300 ft.; Grassy Gove,- 
Tenn., 2600 ft.; Allardt, Tenn.* 1600 ft. In the Northwest, 
series have been taken at elevations of 7100 to 7200 ft. 
at Laramie* Syo., and 7200 ft. at Springerville, friz. 
Tinkham (1938) states that males of pelidna occasionally 
come to lights. His records are from Presidio* Tex. 
Davis (1928, p. 29) has recorded a female at light on 
Staten Island, N. Y* 
A female of pel idna was taken in copulation with a male 
of plchromorpha vlridls at Gainesville, Fla., June 8, 1930, 
by T. H. Hubbell. Uvarov (19 23, p. 55) points out that 
different grasshopper species have often been observed mating. 
There are several types of pederasty (abnormal sexuality) 
recorded, and Hayes (1927) has discussed some aspects of the 
phenomenon, with special reference to Coleoptera. 
D1 strlbuti on of raatsri al of pel idna pel idna examined* 
Massachusetts: Nauset Light; Revere; Plymouth; Marion; 
Nantucket; Cuttyhunk Island; foods Hole. 
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Rhoda Ialand: We squaga Beach; Baundera town• 
Connecticut: Westville; Stratford* 
Hew York: Heliport; Staten Island- 
Mew Jersey: Oradell; Newark; Allaire; Farmingdale; '.Halting; 
Stafford’s Forge; Bamsgat; Beach Haven; Ventnor; 
Clermont; Bennett; Wildwood Junction; \nglssea; Whitesbog; 
Pemberton; Medford; Palmyra; Atsion; lit. Misery, 5 mi. 
$. f. New Lisbon; Garden Lake; Merchantville; Clementon; 
Penbryn; Winslow Junction; Reega; Salem. 
Pennsylvania: lit. -iiry, Philadelphia; Newton Square. 
Delaware: Concord. 
Maryland: Somerset Heights; Plummer’s Island; Glen Echo; 
St. Leonard; Kenwood Beach. 
Virginia: Falls Church; Pohiek; Vienna;‘Glencarlyn; 
Fredericksburg; Naylors; Tappahannock; Richmond; Smith 
Island; Virginia Beach; Lynnhavon Inlet; Ocean View; 
North Landing; Dismal Swamp; Goddyshore, Sussex Co.; 
Petersburg; Charlottsville; Nelson Co.; Lynchburg; 
Base of Mt. Rogers; Whitetop Mt. 
North Carolina: Weldon; Fills Lake; Wrightsvllle; Winter 
Park; Raleigh; Fayetteville; Lake Waecaraaw; Greensboro; 
Southern Pines; Charlotte; Mt. Mitchell; Swarmanoa; 
Crestmont. 
South Carolina: Florence; banning; Isle of Palms; Ashley 
Junction; Yemassee; Columbia; Spartanburg; Calnoun; 
Clemson College* 
Georgia: Material examined from 46 localities* The more 
northern records are from Currahee lit•, Habersnam Co*; 
George Mt*; Toccoa; Dalton; Jasper; Thompsons kills; 
Stone Mt* 
Florida: Material examined from 111 localities distributed 
throughout Florida* 
Michigan: Port Austin; Sand Point; Point Lookout; Austin 
Lakes Muskegon Co*; Crystal Lake, Muskegon Co* 
Ohio: Colurnbus. 
Kentucky: 5 mi* S* Danville. 
Tennessee: Boan Mt*; Johnson City; Big South Fork Cumberland 
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River, Scott Co*; Allardt; Clark Range, Fentress Co*; 
Ena shy Mt* near Petros; Crab Orchard; Grassy Cove; 
Dorton; Crossville; Chattanooga; Camden. 
Alabama: Gamp MacClellan, Choccolocco Mt*, Calhoun Co.; 
Montgomery; Selma; Greenville; Dothan; Evergreen; 
Flomaton; Mobile; Sprlnghlll; Irvington; St. Elmo* 
Mississippi: Meridian; Laurel; Hattiesburg; Perkins tan; 
Ocean Springe; Pascagoula; Pass Christian; Bay at. 
Louis; finona; Jackson; Brookhaven; Hatches. 
Wisconsin: Cax^yer Co.; Jackson Co. 
Manitoba: Marquette; Amaud; Good Land; Lyleton. 
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Minnesota: Anoka; Howard Lake; Roseau Co.; Noyes; 
Lancaster; Plummer; Huot; Crookston; Ada; Fergus Falls; 
Foxhome; Tenney; Brown*s Valley; Graceville; Heron 
Lake • 
Iowa:, Moulton; Woodbury Co. 
Illinois: Beach; Waukegan; Chicago; ^eredosia. 
Missouri: Willard. 
Arkansas: Polk Co.; Hope. 
Louisiana: Maw Orleans; Harahan; Clinton; Laurel Hill; 
it. Crranciavilla; Baton Rouge; Henderson Point; West 
Monroe; Wirmfield; Alexandria; Gueydan; Arcadia; 
Shreveport; Coushatta; Natchitoches; West Lake; 
Le Bleu Settlement, Calcasieu Par. 
3 a skatchew&n: Ji1low Branch. 
North Dakota* Devilf 3 Lake; 3tumpt Lake; Hillsboro; Fargo; 
Hankinson; Nicholson; Bottineau; Ashley; Mott; Beach. 
South Dakota: Sisseton; Bigstone; Waubay; Ilk Point; Hecla; 
Wessington Springs; Springfield; Lakeview; Martin; 
Buffalo; Newell. 
Nebraska: T?est Point; Cedar Bluffs; Lincoln; 3urnham; North 
Platte; Keith Co.; Dundy Co.; Benkelman; Hairier; 
Dawson Co.; Box Butte; Pine Ridge near Prairie Dog 
Canyon, Sioux Co. 
Kansas: Crawford Co.; Cherokee Co.; Medora; 3t. 
Co.; Seward Co.; Grant Co. 
John; Barber 
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Oklahoma: Catale; Kayo tone; 6 mi. E* Cushing; Henryetta; 
Haldenville; Oklahoma City; Norman: (It* 3111 Nil. Res*; 
20 mi. 3. E. Buffalo; Elmer; Gate; Guy mo n; Kenton. 
Texas: Material examined from 4? localities, mainly in the 
eastern half of the state and along the coast, as 
indicated in figure 9. The more western specimens are 
from Canadian, Happy Crossing, Pecos, and Presidio. 
Mo nt ana: Giendiva. 
Mew Mexico: Roosevelt Co.; Artesia; Avalon; Carlsbad. 
Material examined into mediate between pelldna pelidna 
and pelidna do sereta. 
Saskatchewan: Gull Lake. 
Montana: Harlem; Custer; Billings; Columbus. 
Wyoming, Pine Bluffs; Goshen Co*; Platte Go.; Laramie; 
Big Horn Co. 
Colorado: Jules burg; Logan Co.; Livermore; Ft. Collins; 
Ada&s Co.; Poudre River; Colorado Springs; J?1 Paso Co.; 
01 n&y; Lamar; La Junta; Talsenburg. 
Hew Mexico: Springer; Tagon Mound; Otowi; Cowles; sandia 
UU.; Albuquerque; Bernalillo Co.; Torrance Co.; Helen' 
Helena; Roswell; Sacramento kits* 
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Qrphulella pelldna desoreta Scudder 
Figs. 2, 4, 5, 29, 42-45 
Qrphulslla desereta Scudder, Canad* Hat., Vol• 31, pp* 178, 
184, 1399. 
Orphuloll a sailna ^cuddsr, Ibid., pp. 179, 135, 1839. 
" 
Type material examined and location. 
Lac to type of desareta, hare designated: Kale "Salt Lake 
Vail. Utah, 43Xi ft., Aug. 1-4, 1377; Orph. desereta 
Scudder's Type, 1399; Type 15220.'* U. C. Z. 
Leetotype of aallna, hare designated: Male "Thite R., col., 
Jul. 24-Aug. 13; Orph. aallna, Scudder's Type, 1399. 
A. P. Morse, Collector.** M.C.Z. 
Paratypes of dosereta: 2 males, 2 females "gait Lake Vail., 
Utah. 4300 ft. Aug. 1-4, 1377.” U. of Mich. 
Came data as above, 1 mala, 1 female, U.S.K.M.; 2 males, 
2 females, A.N.3.P. and Heb. Coll. 
Paratypes of saflna: 1 male »Thite R., Col., July 24 - Aug. 
13;-* 1 female "Spring Lake Villa, Utah Co., Utah, Aug. 
1-4, E. Palmer 1203." U. of Mich. 
1 male Spring La*ce Villa, Utan, Aug. 1—4, Palmer's 
Assorting Uo. 1203;" 1 iemale "'Thite R., Col. July 24— 
Aug. 13." U.3.H.M. 
1 male, 1 female n3alt Lake, Utah;” 1 female *Pravo, 
Utah, Aug* 83-24;** 1 female rt*.shite R., Col., July 24- 
Aug • 13 *ft A .N. 3 .P. and Heb • Coll. 
Descriptiva notes * 
The principal characters distinguishing deserets from 
pelidna pelidna are given in the key. The tegraina of 
desereta average about equal to the tips of the hind femora 
in length; they may be slightly shorter, but seldom surpass 
the femora by more than 1 mm* The lateral carinae usually 
are slightly incurved on the prossona (figs. 5, 44), but may 
be virtually parallel (figs. 4, 45), and no specimens m*ith 
the greatly incurved carinae frequent in pelidna pelidna 
have been seen. The fastigium averages slightly more 
blunt, with the dorsal depression leas distinct, but in 
certain areas within the range of desereta in southeastern 
Arizona the fastigium is unusually acute (fig. 89). Though 
the aedeagus differs from that of far eastern specimens of 
pelidna, as previously discussed, there is no sharply 
d©marked distinction between it and that of specimens of the 
latter subspecies occurring on the Great Plains. The 
spurious vein in the ulnar area of the male tegmen is not 
sufficiently constant in its occurrence to be a dependable 
hey character. Of 133 males of desereta, 11 specimens or 
3 percent showed no spurious vein on either tegmen. Many 
others had one tegraen with the vein poorly developed or 
absent. The pronotal proportions of desereta were deter- 
mined by measuring 33 individuals of each sex. Of the 
males, 11 had a longer prozom and 4 a slightly longer 
rnetazona, the ratio of metazona to prozona being as 1:1*01. 
Among the females, 22 showed a longer prozona, 5 a longer 
metazona, and the ratio of metazona to pro zona was as 
1:1.04. 
The coloration of desereta includes various combina¬ 
tions based on green or brown, but averages more sombre than 
in pelidna pelidna. The color of the lateral bas!valvular 
sclerite of the lower ovipositor valve is not sufficient to 
constitute a valuable character. 
A very puzzling problem in the study of desereta has 
been series from Cochise Co., Arizona which are not typical 
of the subspecies in the remainder of its range. The 
fastigiun is store acute (figs. 4, 29), the lateral carinae 
nearly parallel on the prozona and the anterior process of 
the aedeagus (fig. 43) usually is noticeably different* 
'specimens from Albuquerque and other New Mexican localities 
snow enough variation to include the characters of th© 
Cochise Co.,material, though averaging different. Further 
collecting may contribute additional information on this 
matter, but the latter material probably represents no more 
than incipient racial development in this widely distributed, 
variable species. 
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The following are me a 312 re merits, in millimeters, of 
representative specimens of pelldna de3erata. 
Locality 
Body 
Length Pro no turn Tegman 
Hind 
Femur 
Females 
9. Bern* Ranch, Ariz. 33. 4*4 17. 13* 
ppringsrvilie, Ariz* 35.5 4.5 20 * 3 14.4 
Gazelle, Calif* 20. 3*5 14.7 11.5 
Salt L: Vail*, Utah 
Paratype of desereta 24* 4.2 19 . 13.5 
Oliver, 3. C* 18*5 3*4 15.5 12. 
Males 
3. Bern* Ranch, Ariz* 17. 3*4 12.9 9 .3 
Same as above 13* 3.5 15.2 10.5 
At. Johns, Ariz* 15.6 2.8 13.7 9. 
Springerville, Ariz* 17*5 3*2 15.5 10.5 
Palt L• Vall*, Utah 
Paratype of dosereta 17.2 3. 13. 9.5 
Gazelle, Calif. 14*5 8*8 12.5 9.5 
R©publie, Hash« 16.7 3* 13.2 10. 
iiX112SX3X' 
Hebard (1939b) placed salina as a synonym of dasereta. 
The variability of the separating characters given by Scudder 
(1399a) is now well known, and type material shows the two 
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to be identical. 8cudder?s record of pelidna from 
Gazelle, Calif, was based on material of desereta. Rehn 
(1907) and Rahn and Hebard (1908) have recognized the 
specimens from Cochise Co., Arizona, already discussed, as 
compta. Certain records of salina and desereta, as those 
of Scudder and Cockerell (1902) from near Tularosa, M. R•, 
were probably based upon specimens intermediate between the 
two subspecies. 
Mention of the principal knotwi facts in the biology of 
desereta is made under pelidna pelidna. 
Pistribution. 
Figure 2 shows the distribution of desereta and the 
area of intergradation in which specimens intermediate 
between the subspecies occur. The variation in pelidna 
pelidna and the intergradation with desereta have been dis¬ 
cussed under the former species. 
-2iiljiiFIfojn 2ji material of pelidna desereta examined. 
Montana: Bozeman; Gallatin Co. 
Colorado: White River; Delta; Montrose; Grand Junction. 
Haw Mexico: Farmington; Jeraez Hts. 
Idaho: Eagle; Emmett; Montpelier; Bannock Co.; Burley. 
Utah: Uintah Co.; Logan; Ft- Duchesne* 7-asatch Co.; Salt 
Lake City; Salt Lake Valley; Spring Lake Villa* Utah 
Co.; Utah Lake* east side; Sampete Co.; Glenwood; 
Milford, Beaver Co.; Marysvalo; Box Elder Co«; Tool© 
Co.; Juab Co.; Millard Co. 
Arizona: San Bernadino Ranch, Cochise Co.; Douglas; St. 
Johns; Holbrook; Springervilie, Apache Co. 
British Columbia* Fairview; Penticton; Oliver. 
Washington: La Chappies, Yakima River; Uailula; Toppenish; 
Buena , -/alia Jails• 
Oregon: Divide, Douglas Co.; 6 mi. jgf. of Vale; alkali© 
flat I. of Bonita. 
Nevada: Da Troughs Hot Springs, Big Smoky Valley, :!ye Co.; 
Clover Valley, Elko Co. 
California: Gazelle; Am©dee, Lassen Co. 
Orphulalla apeclosa (Scuddar) 
Figs. 1, 16-22, 24, 30, 31 
Stenobotfarua apecloana Scuddar, Boat. Journ. Mat. Hist., 
Vol. 7, No. 3, p. 456, 1862. 
Stenobothrua aequalla Scuddar, Ibid., p. 459, 1362. 
3tenobothru3 billneatua Scuddar, Ibid., p. 460, 1862* 
stanobothrua gracilis Scuddar, Final Kept. U. s. Geol. Sunv. 
Nabr., p. 250, 1372. 
Qrphula decora McNeill, Proc. Dav. Acad. Mat. Sci., Vol. 6, 
pp. 235, 239, fig. 17d, 1897. 
Orphulalla obllquata Scuddar, Canad. ffnt., Vol. 31, pp. 173, 
181, 1899. 
Qrphulella plcturata Scuddar, Ibid., pp. 178, 132, 1399. 
Type material examined and location. 
Holotype of spaclose: Hals "36, Stanobothrus soeciosus 
a» mgrrmi ii^i •'i^ni<iwrm i i»»* ■ htt>ii ■ »_mn 
3cud 3« Cab* 8. H* Scuddar, jj. speciosus Oeudd. Type 
•15227.* The unique male was described from St. Paul, 
Minn. M.C.2. 
Leetotype of aequalis, here designated: Female mass. 
Sanborn; 3_teno bothrus aeqtiall s Scttdd* Cab. 3. H. Scudder 
Type 15226. it M.C.Z. 
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Lectotype of blllnaatus» here designated: Male "3* 
billneatus Scudd. Mass*; 5tenobothru3 blllneatus 
Cab. S. H. Sciadder; Type 15235." M.C.2. 
Holotype of gracilis: Male "Platte; Hayden; Btenobothrus 
gracilis Scudd. Cab. S. H. Scudder; j5. gracilis 
Scudd.; Type 15228." M.C.Z. 
Lactotype of ooliquata, designated by Hebard (1929b, 
p. 528): Male "Dallas, Tex. Boll; Orph» obliquata. 
Scudder*s Type, 1899; Type 15218." M.C.Z. 
Lectotype of pictureta, designated. by Hebard (19.29b, 
p. 328): Male "Dallas Tex. Boll; Orph. pictnrata. 
Scudder*s Type, 1399; Type 15219." M.C.Z. 
Para type of obllquata: 1 female "Dallas, Tex. Boll," 
U.S.N.H. 
Paratypes of gicturata: 1 male "Dallas, Tex. Boll;" 1 female, 
Dallas, Tex* Boll’s Ho."; 8 males, 2 females "Texas, 
Selfrage.* A.M.S.P. and Heb. Coll. 
8 males, 4 females "Texas, Belfrage;* 1 male "Dallas, 
Tex. Boll * s Mo." U. of Mich. 
1 mala, 1 female "Texas, Belfrage." U.S.N.H. 
Descriptive notes* 
Over the more eastern part of the range of speciesa 
the fastigium la.rather uniformly blunt, with the dorsal 
depression little developed and far forward (figs* 16, 19}* 
That of the female is more broadly rounded than that of the 
male. There is a great deal of variation and in neither 
sex can the fastigium alone be utilized to separate from 
pelidna* Specimens with the fastigium more acute and 
depression much more developed are especially frequent in 
Texas (figs* 17, 13) ♦ The lateral carinae of the pr one turn 
vary from virtually parallel to decidedly incurved (fig* 22), 
but usually are only slightly incurved (fig* 16). In most 
areas, at least a few specimens occur with noticeably 
incurved carinae, but K. .9. Thomas writes that series of Ohio 
specimens are very constant. The synonymous decora was 
«*=*•=--"--t-r "‘rrV~ 
basad upon specimens with parallel carinae and very blunt, 
broadly rounded fastigium. 
XI nis ofoO;- been stateci that in s p e c i o s a tbs orozona 
is longer than the metazona. Thirty-three males from Texas 
were measured for pronotal proportions. The prozona of only 
one specimen exceeded the metazona, -and in 19 the metazona 
was longer. The ratio of pro zona to metazona was as 
1:1.05. Of 33 males from Michigan, 25 had a longer 
pro zona and only 4 a longer rnetazona; the ration of meta- 
zona to prozona wasr as 1:1.05. Of 33 Texan females, two 
had the pro zona longer, 22 had a longer met a zona, and the 
average ratio of pro zona to me tazona was as 1:1.04. The 
pro son a was longer in 27 of 33 Michigan females, only 1 
had a longer me tazona $ and the ratio of me tazona to prozona 
was as 1:1.1. These measurements demonstrate that slight 
average differences occur in different areas. 
Tne tegmina of 238 males from Minnesota were examined 
far the presence of a spurious vein in the ulnar area. The 
two tog®ins oi the same specimen often showed some variation. 
In 171 specimens neither tegmen showed any spurious vein, 
and inooniy 7 was an entire one developed. Ten others 
possessed a nearly entire spurious vein on at least one 
tsgmenj tne remaining specimens had a short spurious vein 
for a few cells of the ulnar area. Material from other 
states indicates that similar variation occurs throughout 
range of spec! os a. In previous keys, the spurious vein 
has often been used, but while very helpful it can not be 
trusted as a single character for separating gpecloaa from 
its cor*£sners. Figure 30 shows the characteristic shape 
of the anterior ulnar vein of the female tegmen; though 
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usually curving anteriorly, the vain is occasionally 
straight* 
Because the tegmina of speciosa are usually shorter 
than those of pelidna pelldna, but the reliability of this 
character was unknown, 300 females and 333 males of apeciosa 
from Minnesota were measured to determine the length of 
tegmina with respect to the apices of the hind femora. The 
tegmina of 180 females and 190 males either did not surpass 
the hind femora or exceeded them by lees than 0.5 mm. Of 
the remaining specimens, the tegmina of 4 exceeded the hind 
femora from 1 to 2.6 mm. and the others exceeded them by 
less than 1 mm. The data presented elsewhere for pelidna 
snow that in practically all specimens the length 
of tegmina doss afford a helpful character for separating 
the two species. 
The male aadeagus of speciosa shows no significant 
variation. Occasional specimens vary slightly from figure 
80, but there is no confusion with pelidna in this respect, 
and separation from halophila and olivacea may be made on 
external characters. 
iti-s species most likely to be confused with speciosa, 
in fact the only species whose range is similar, except 
along the coast where olivacea occurs. Is pelidna. The 
student will have little difficulty separating speciosa from 
pelldna in the great majority of cases, after a little 
practice, but in some cases the examination of genitalia 
is necessary* a series of 4 males and 1 female of 
speciosa and 2 males and 2 females of pelldna pelldna from 
j*m*ss*~**^z»,.u— ; ■ mi Wmwm 
North Platte, Hebr. demonstrate the value of the aedeagus* 
Males were told at a glance following genitalic examination. 
In this series the color of the lateral basivalvular sole— 
rites of the females was wall differentiated* The external 
characters were then seen to separate the two species in 
both sexes, but this had not been possible with full confi¬ 
dence previous to genitalic examination. 
Almost every color combination of the many that are 
familiar to all students who hnow Orphu1a11a occurs in 
speciosa* Of 235 specimens from Minnesota which were 
tabulated with respect to color, 184 ware predominately light 
pale brown, 59 were dark brown, and 48 were some shade of 
green. VIthin these throe groups the tegraina varied as to 
tna color of the principal fields, and varied from plain to 
conspicuously maculate. The pronotal disk may be plain or 
brilliantly marked with pale lateral carinae bordered with 
black. In 3erie3 from Texas and Louisiana there are some 
specimens that have markings brighter and more contrasting 
than is usual for the northeastern states; Hebard (1989b, 
p. noted this at the time obiiqnata and picturata were 
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placed in synonymy* Tho hind tibia sometimes has an 
imperfect, pale, basal annulation, but it is usually absent. 
In searching for characters to separate females of 
speciosa from those of peIidna pelidna, it has been found 
that the lateral basivalvular sclerite of the lower valve 
of the ovipositor is almost always colorless in aweclosa 
and cloudy or dark fuscous in pelidna pelldna. Frequently 
it is possible to utilise the color as a supporting 
character by simple examination, but in other cases relaxa¬ 
tion of the end of the abdomen and removal of one lower 
valve are helpful. The sclerite may be cleaned of loose 
attached muscle in water or alcohol, and then mounted on a 
point below the specimen from which it was removed. snth 
tna exception of these two species, this character has thus 
far not been found sufficiently constant to be valuable, 
but with a little practice is rather helpful in distinguishing 
doubtful females of speciosa from pelidna pelidna* 
The largest specimens of speciosa examined are those 
from Oklahoma which represent the synonymous decora. 
Measurements, in milimetars, of representative specimens of 
speciosa are as follows: 
Locality 
Body 
Length Proneturn Teamen 
Hind 
Femur 
Males 
Qnmming ton, Mass* 14.5 3. 10.8 10. 
Same as above 13.7 2.5 10.7 9.5 
Minneapolis, Minn* 13.3 2.3 10. 
Rumford, R* X* 12.5 2.5 9.3 9. 
Magazine Mt., Ark. 1C * 3 3.8 14. 11.7 
'Tilburton, Okla. 20. 4. 14. 12. 
Females 
Toronto, Gnt. 17. 3. 11. 10. 
Massachusetts 15. 2.8 11.5 10.5 
Big Bald Knob, Va. 22. 3.8 17.9 12.5 
Rumford, R. x. 15.6 3.2 11. 10.6 
Kadoka, $• D* 20.5 3.4 13. IS. 
Cache, Ok la. 24. 4.5 15.7 14. 
Fargo, N. D. IS. 2.7 12. 10. 
Synonymy* 
Throa of Scudder's species, aegualls, bllineatua. and 
ware placed in synonymy by McNeill (1897), and the 
synonymy was followed by Scudder (1899a) and subsequent 
authors * Morse (1893, p. 479) had already united billneatus 
with agnails. Scudder-s uraoilis 1372 should not be 
confused with Orfihulella gracilis G.-T., described by Giglio- 
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fog (1394) from Paraguay . Three additional aames, decora, 
obllquata, and picturata, were synonymiz&d by Hebard (1929b, 
p*328)• The present writer has examined the types of all 
except decora and finds the above synonymy correct and 
explainable on the basis of variation# McNeill9a decora 
was described from Fayetteville, Ark# and was of the? variation 
common in Arkansas and adjoining states, being large with 
unusually blunt fastigium and parallel pronotal carinae. 
The single type female has presumably been lost# 
The synonymy of aequails and bllineatus was indicated 
in 1888 by 3# I. Smith in his historic paper on the Qrthop- 
tara of Mains# However, he placed them under maculipennis 
instead of apecios a, misidentifying the common Mains species, 
cioaa, as macuXlperinla» The latter is actually a synonym 
°f Idna pelidna, and Smith's miaidantification was 
followed by several later authors. Horse (1393, p. 479) has 
noted Smith's misapplication of the name maculipenni3. 
1 Til-mi -1 In I II   n,  gum, I, 1^, nm II |, |.| fnnrr-1  „ - -   : _ __ 
S 
k* BTACillf G#-T. is a secondary homonym, and, since the 
Internal!ona^ Commission on Zoological nomenclature does not 
distinguish between secondary and primary homonyms, a new 
na:ie is required# Accordingly, Qrphulel la neogea, new name# 
is here proposed for the South American species# Glgllo-Tos 
133?b) placed his gracilis as a synonym of maculiperinis. and 
plainly was confused regarding identities. Rehii (iDOSa) 
and, Bruner (1306; 1911- 1319) have treated gracilis G#~T# 
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Biological notes on speciosa. 
This widespread species is characteristic of short- 
grass country and has been called the Pasture Locust, 
probably because it often swarms in dry upland pastores 
and semi-waste fields in the northeastern states. It haw 
frequently been stated that speciosa outranks pelldna In 
numbers on areas of short-grass, in states where both species 
are abundant in favorable habitats* This fact is borne out 
by surveys which have been reported by shotwell (1930). 
During field studies of the grasshoppers important in 1937 
it was found that on Iowa range land speciosa comprised 
4.91 percent of the total grasshoppers taken, as compared 
with .85 percent for pelldna. On the other hand, in a 
pasture of longer grass, pelldna was the foiarth most 
numerous species, being exceeded only by Delanoplus femur- 
rabrnm femur-rubrura (Dogear), £. mexicanua mexlcanus (dausg.), 
and /igeneotettix deorum deorum (Dcudd.). In Kansas the same 
survey showed that speciosa was third to taexicanus and deorara 
on short-grass pasture, while in taller grassland peiidna 
was third to Qpeia obacura (Thos.) and deorum. A report on 
spacies important in 1938 by Shotwell (1939) shows that in 
Illinois speciosa was the fourth most numerous species on 
pasture grassland, comprising 3.2 percent of survey collections. 
Ia lowa it wthe fifth species, but represented 5.59 
percent of collections on pasture grassland, and in Texas 
was fourth and included 4.22 percent of the grasshoppers 
taken on bottom sandjf areas. Wolcott (1937) collected 
insects on 100 sq. ft. of ground in northern New York, and 
found speciosa exceeded in numbers all other Orthoptera 
except Tettigidea and Gonoce dialns, but only 5 specimens of 
speciosa were taken; so that his results are of limited 
significance. 
That the variation in speciosa is partly a response to 
environment is suggested by Morse*s statement (1907, *31) 
that decora was found in the "denser growths of grass in the 
damper parts of fields in the territory inhabited by it, 
while picturata prefers the shorter growths of drier soils.« 
Habard (1925, p. 60) characterizes the douth Dakota 
habitat of speciosa as "dry, though not very dry, grasslands,*1 
and laely (1937) concurs for northeastern Texas by finding 
typical of deep soil areas rather than those of light 
sandy soil. In Massachusetts its habitat varies from rather 
bare hilly pastures to moist pastures or hay fields of low 
gro F^th • 
The following notes on the occurrence of speciosa in 
Ohio have very kindly been supplied by E. 3. Thomas: "In the 
Appalachian Plateau couaties (the southeastern half of the 
state, roughly) speciosa is distributed rather generally, 
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though locally* It is a characteristic and common specie3 
in our relatively few *dry prairies,11 but occurs also, 
sometimes commonly, in sandy pastures and old fields* In 
the latter situations, it is almost invariably associated 
with sandy soils with ^artificial dry prairie*15 aspects, 
pest of the Appalachian Plateau (roughly, the northwestern 
half of the state), I have specimens from but nine localities 
(out of soma 120 localities investigated). Of these, four 
are original dry prairies, three are sand ridges or fossil 
sand dunes and the remaining two 1 have not personally seen. 
These data lead to the decided inference that spec lose in 
this state is an important element of the dry prairie fauna 
and that originally, under primary conditions, it was 
undoubtedly restricted to dry prairie. r?peciosa natures 
vary consistently about July 4. The average date for first 
adults over a period of 11 years is July 5; the latest 
dept. 15. My earliest record over that period is June 27; 
latest, Oct. 12.n 
iha seasonal distribution varies with the region involved 
Adults from Brownsville, Tex. bear the dates Jan. 84, Pay 23, 
July 10, Aug* 3, and Dec. 80, and perhaps they occur there 
throughout the year. Considering northeastern Texas, however 
Xsely v1937) placed gpeciosa in the June-August succession, 
and reports juvenile specimens but no adults during May, the 
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largest number of adults during August-October and only 
occasional adults in December. Morse (192G) gives seasonal 
distribution as July-Getober in Hew England, and the author 
has taken adults at Gumming ton, in the Berkshire Hills of 
Massachusetts, from July 13 to October 1, and found nymphs 
abundant July 22. At Norway, Maine, Smith (1868) found 
speciosa nvery abundant, especially in hilly pasture land, 
late July to the last of September.w Adults are known to 
occur in Kansas from June 27 to September 24, and in South 
Dakota from July 10 to October 4. Extreme dates of 
Minnesota specimens examined are July 3 at Fergus Falls and 
September 20 at St. Anthony Park. B. G. Denning collected 
the following mating pairs of speciosa in Minnesota; Plummer, 
Pug. 18, 1; Crookston, Aug. 30, 9; Crooks ton, sept. 5, 5; 
Crooks ton, Sept. 11, 1. Specimens from White Lake, On t •, 
July 13 and Toronto, Oct. 3, have been seen. 
Iho species occurs practically at sea level in parts of 
New England, as for instance on Mt. Desert Island, Maine. 
Morse (1920, p. 436) recorded it from Speckled lit., Maine, 
2300 ft. and Lit. Greylock, Mass., 3500 ft. The writer took 
it at 5000 ft. on the slope of Mt. Rogers in southwestern 
Virginia, Sept. 13, 1933. Other records of interest, from 
specimens at hand, are as follows: Allardt, Tenn., Aug. 14, 
1650 ft., (a large series); Cheaha Mt., Ala., July 13, 2400 ft. 
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Magazine Mt., Ark., Aug* 29 , 26 JO ft.; North Platte, Hebr., 
July 26, 2800 ft. 
Bromley (1914) gives six recorded instances of speciosa 
being the prey of the robber fly, Pro c tac an thu 8 phi la del- 
phi cos Macq. 
Distribution. 
There are relatively few records of speciosa from 
beyond the limits of the material examined (fig. 1). 
Scudder (1899a) recorded it from Nova Scotia, but Piers 
(1918) questioned the record. Rehn (1910) believes that 
certain early Bermuda records refer to olivacea. Llnvillo, 
in Mitchell Co., N. C., is the most southern locality in 
the Appalachian Range known to Hebard (1925) and the only 
North Carolina locality listed by Brimley (1933). Hebard 
(1938) recorded speciosa from Tamaulipaa, this constituting 
the first Mexican record. 
Ijjpj.tr 1 bu11on of mat e r j a 1 of speciesa examined. 
Maine: Orono; Northeast Harbor, Ht. Desert Island; Rockport; 
Augusta; Norway; Brunswick. 
New Hampshire: Rye Beach; Jeffrey. 
Vermont: Woodstock. 
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Massachusetts^ Townsend; North laugus; Lexington; Dover; 
■Tellesley; Cambridge, Forest Hills; Quincy; Marion; 
Mattapoissett; Nantucket; Oxford; Amherst; Northampton; 
Gummington. 
Rhode Island: Humford; Providence; launders town; hatch Hill. 
Connect!cut: New Haven; Milford; Stanford. 
Ontario! White Lake; Toronto; DeGrassi Point; Bay Point. 
* 
Hew York: Lake George; West Fort Ann; Peat Point; Van . 
Cartlandt Park; Ithaca; Otto. 
Mew Jersey: Riverton; Gibbsboro; parkdale; Margate City; 
Stafford3s Forge; Salem. 
Pennsylvania: Tobyhanna; Yardley; Overbrook; Mt. Airy; Black 
hoshannon Lake, Center Go. 
Delaware: Wilmington. 
Maryland: Bel Air; Bowie; Glen Fcho; Blue Ridge Mt3.; 
Garrett Co. 
Virginia: Paris; Hopewell Gap, Bull RunMts.; Manassas; 
Rossiyn; Fredericksburg; Stony Man Ft.; White Oak Canvon 
31 ua Ridge Mta., Charlottesville; founding Knob, Hard 
Scrabble Ht.; Monterey, Highland Co.; Big Bald Knob, 
Augusta Co.; Flag Rock Pass, Tarra Springs Mt., Bath Co.; 
Hot Springs; 'tythevilla; Elk Ridge, Mt. Rogers; r/hite 
Top &11 • 
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Michigan: Montmorency Co.; Roscommon; Oscoda, Iosco Co.; 
Soardman Plains# Grand Traverse Co.; Lake George, Clare 
Co.; S« S. George Reserve# Livingston CQ.-G Milford# 
Oakland Co.; Ann arbor; Irish Hills# Jackson Co.; 
Warren foods; Lakeside; Three Oaks; Berrien Co. 
Ohio: Wooster; Columbus; Athens; Garbondale; Byer; Mendon* 
Indiana: Pine; Lafayette. 
Tennessee: Allardt, Fentress Co.; Dorton# Grassy Cove, 
Cumberland Co.; Memphis* 
Alabama: Gheaha Mt. 
Mississippi: Vicksburg; Natchez. 
Wisconsin: Marathon Co.; Wood Go.; Jackson Co.; Monroe Go.; 
Dunn Co.; Madison; Lone Rock. 
Manitoba: Arnaud; Carlowrie; Brandon; Aweme; Lyleton* 
Minnesota: Wrenshall; Bradford; Stanley; Isanti; North Branch; 
Santiago; Anoka; Minneapolis; St. Paul; Ft. Snelling; 
9-mile Creek; Inver Grove; Newport; Red Wing; Lake City; 
Olmstead Co.; Albert Lea; Lancaster; Euclid; Huot; 
Plummer; Gentilly; Crookston; Norman Co.; Callaway; 
Barnesville; Fegus Falls; Almora; Staples; Stiles; 
Rockville; Westport; Haw Prairie; New Auburn; Morris; 
Chokio; Graceville; Brown’s Valley; Ortonville; Lincoln 
Co.; Pipestone; Martin Co.; Heron Lake; Rock Co. 
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Iowa: Muscatine Go.; Louisa Go.; Lee Co • ; Mt. Pleasant; 
Bloomfield; Moulton; Osceola; Kossuth Co.; Lyon Go.; 
Sioux Co.; Sioux City; Craston. 
Illinois: Wlnnetka; Kenilworth; Waukegan; Deep Lake; 
Barrington; Algonquin; Ogle Co.; Downers Drove; St* 
Anne; Iriqois Co.; Vermilion Go.; Urbana; Champaign; 
Clay City; Murphysboro; Henry Go.; Bond Co.; Pike Co. 
Missouri: Pi Hard; Howard Co.; Grundy Co.; Morgan Co.; 
Nodaway Co.; DeKalb Co.; Clinton Co.; Jackson Gp.; 
Bates Co.; Newton Co. 
Arkansas: Winslow; Van Bur an; Magazine Mt.; Blue At. Ata.; 
Dardanelle; Centerville; polk Co.; Hope; Ashdown. 
Louisiana: Delta; Laurel Hill; Port Hudson; Baton Rouge; 
Magnolia; St. Hose; 'lest Monroe; Alaha; Shreveport; 
Natchi to ches. 
North Dakota: Devil1s Lake; Sheyenne diver, Eddy Co.; stump 
Lake; Hillsboro; Fargo; Hankineon; Linton; Ashley; 
Killdeer Mts.; Medora; Sentinel Butte; Beach; Araidon. 
South Dakota: Sisaeton; Big Stone; Paubay; Watertown; Clear 
Lake; Lake Hendricks; Brookings; Aurora; Canton; Elk 
Point; Springfield, Mobridge; Lessing ton Springs; Lemmon; 
Bison; Buffalo; Kadoka; Philip; Interior; Rosebud; 
Lakeview; Newell; Spearfish; Hot Springs. 
Nebraska: West Point; Nance Co.; Lincoln; Burnham; Valentine; 
Kearney; North Platte; Ft. Robinson; Keith Co.; Glen. 
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Kansas: Gnaga; Lawrence; Topeka; Manhattan; Franklin Co*; 
Anderson Co •; Neosho Co*; Wilson Co*; Labette Co*; 
Crawford Co.; Cherokee Co.; Harvey Co.; Reno Co.; 
Republic Co.; Wi chita; Clearwater; Wellington; Harper 
Co.; Smith Co.; Phillips Co.; St. John; Belprs; Barber 
Co.; Lane Co.; Dodge City; Clark Go.; Seward Co. 
Oklahoma: Catale; Haileyville; Wilburton; Howe; Osage eo.; 
Cushing; Perkins; Shawnee; Norman; McClain Co.; 
Chickasha; Caddo; Alfalfa Co.; Canadian Co.; Cache; 
Mountain Park; Guymon. 
Texas: Material examined from 49 localities, mainly in the 
eastern half of the state. The raost westerly locali¬ 
ties are Clarendon and Midland. 
Montana: Garter Co.; Custer National Forest. 
Colorado: Julesburg; Ft. Collins; Ilbsrt Co. 
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Summary 
Crphulella is a genus of acridine grasshoppers found in 
the New uorld from Canada to Argentina; this paper covers 
those occurring north of Mexico* Twenty-one species of 
Orphulella have been recorded from the United States, but 
through synonymy and corrections of distributional data this 
number has been reduced to four species and two additional 
subspecies* The variation in structural and color features 
is very great and has been responsible mainly for the 
extensive synonymy. The aedeagus of the male genitalia has 
proved very helpful in distinguishing species, although the 
majority of specimens may be identified by external char¬ 
acters . Keys for identification of species and to Crphulella 
and closely allied genera are presented. The most closely 
allied genera within the United states are Dichromorpha and 
Clinocephalus. 
. i. ■ *i MW 8IQ ■ Ql» We Ti>|" II 
Thq !?iost widely distributed and best known species of 
Orphulalia In the United States are speciosa and pelldna; both 
occur over the eastern part of the country, as far west as the 
Rocky Mountains, and pelldna is represented west of the Rocky 
mountains by a western subspecies, desereta. In the Southwest 
2212.EU occurs, and along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts a fourth 
species, the halophiloua olivacea, is found. ?he latter specie 
has a southern subspecies, halophlla, in the southern half of 
Florida and along the southern coast of Texas. 
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Plate I 
compta dcudd• and jO* speciosa 
Distribution of specimens 
Sach symbol represents an 
area from whieh one or more specimens 
have been 3een. In case of two localities 
so close that symbols would overlap, only 
one has been used. 
1• Orphulella 
Tdcudd.). 
examined. 

Fig. 2 
Flats II 
0. oelidaa pslidna (3urra.), 0. palldna 
deaareta Scudd. and intermediates. 
Saras as figure 1. 
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Plate III 
Fig. 3. 0. olivacea olivacea (Morse) and 
3. olivacea halophila R. & K. 
Same as figure 1. 

Plate IV 
Fig* 4. jO• pelidna desereta, female. Dorsal view 
of head and pronoturn* San Bernadino 
Ranch, Cochise Co., Ariz. 3750 ft. August. 
Fig. 5. dame, male paratype. Same view* Salt 
Lake Vail., Utah/Aug. 1-4, 1877. 
Fig* 6. 0* pelidna pelidna, female. Same view. 
Green Dell Farm,~2 mi. w. Pohick, Fairfax 
Co., Va. Aug. 25, 1912* 
Fit* 7. Sane, female. Dorsal view of pronoturn. 
Nelson Co., Va- Aug. 14, 1921. 
Fig. 3. 0. olivacea halo phi la, male par a type. 
Dorsal view of head and prone turn. Key West, 
Fla. July 3-7, 1912. 
Fig* 9. 0. olivacea olivacea, male. Same view. 
Virginia Point,' Galveston Co.s Tex. 
July 21, 1912. 
Fig* 10. Same, female paratype* Same view. 
Greenwich, Conn. Aug. 23, 1892. 
Fig* 11* Same, male paratype. Same view. Same data. 
Fig. 12. G. pelidna pelidna, male. Left lateral 
view of endophallus and aadeagus of genitalia* 
?:ittson Co., Finn. July 23, 1936. 
Abbreviations: ap, anterior process of 
aedeagus; pja, posterior process of aedeagus; 
u, lateral plats of endophallus; yp gonophore 
process of endophallus. 
Fig. 13. Came, male. Dorsal view of epiphallus. 
Cane specimen as in figure 12. Abbreviations: 
h, lateral lobe; , median bridge; j, anterior 
hook; k, posterior lobes; m, median lobe. 

Fig. 27. ;ame, female. Game view. Indian Reserve 
across river from Yuma, Ari2., electric 
light. June 13, 1915. 
Fi . 23. lime, male. Lateral view of anterior 
process of aedeagus. Santa Clara Creek, 
above Santa Clara, Washington Co., Utah. 
3000 ft. Sept. 8, 1926. 
Fig. 29. 0. pelidna dessreta, male. Dorsal view of 
vertex. Douglas, Ariz. 
Fig• 30. u. 3p3ciosa, female. Left tegmen. 
Paris, Va. July 30, 1933. Abbreviations: 
au, anterior ulnar vain; ra, median vein; 
£U, posterior ulnar vein. 
Fig. 31. lame, mala. Same view. Orookston, 
Linn. Aug. 30, 1936. 
Fig. 32. 0. olivacea olivacea, male paratype. 
Lateral view of anterior process of 
aedeagus. Greenwich, Conn. Aug. 23, 1892. 
Fig. 33. Fame, male. lama view. Tybee Island, 
Chatham Co., Ga* Oct. 2, 1911. 
Fig. 34. Sams, mala. Gama view. Cedar Keys, Fla. 
dug. 15, 1905. 
Plata V 
Fig. 14. 0. punctata (Deg.), female. Ventral 
viev? of apex of subgenital plate. 
Panama, Panama. 
Fig. 15. 0. elidna pelidna, female. Same view. 
Clemson, 3* C. July, 1913. 
Fig. 16. 0. soeciosa, male. Dorsal view of head 
and pronotum. Boardman Plaln3» Grand 
Traverse Co., Uich. Sept. 2, 1919. 
Fig. 17. Same, female. Dorsal view of vertex. 
Dovers, Tex. Nov. 12, 1931. 
Fig. 13. Same, male. Same view. Rosenburg, Tex. 
June 23, 1897. 
Fig. 19. jame, female. Dorsal view of head and 
pronotum. 5 mi. 3. Paris, Ya. 
July 30, 1933. 1800 ft. 
Fig• 20. ;ame, male. Lateral view of anterior 
orocess of aedeagus. Crookston, Einn. 
July 20, 1936. 
Fig- 21. Same, male para type of synonymous 
picturata. Dorsal view of pronotum. 
Dallas, Texas* 
Fig. 22. 3He, female. Game view. Mt. Park, 
Okla. Aug. 22, 1905. 
Fig. 23. 0. compta, male. Dorsal view of head and 
pronotum. Yuma, Ariz. Sept. 21, 1916. 
Fig. 24. 0* speei03a, male. Dorsal view of 
pronotum. Rosenburg, Tex. June 25, 1897. 
Fig. 25. 0* compta, female. Same view. 2£1 
Centro, Calif. Swept from grass. 
June 19, 1934. 
Fig. 26. Same, female paratype of synonymous 
affinis. Dorsal view of head and 
pronotum. Coronado, Calif. July 24, 1897 

Fig. 43. 
Fig. 49 
Fig. 50. 
Fig. 51. 
Fig. 52. 
Fig. 53. 
Same, female paratype. Dorsal view of 
head and pronoturn. Kay West, Fla. 
July 3-7, 1912. 
0. corapta, female. Dorsal view of 
vertex. Brawley, Calif., on alfalfa, 
.day 26, 1937. 
0. Pelidr*a pelidna, female. Base of 
left tegmen. Mt. liitchell, M. C., 
6711 ft., Aug. 20, 1933. Abbreviations: 
sv, spurious vein; others as in figure 
dame, mala. Same view. Rock Creek, D.C* 
.0* Pelidna, intermediate between subspecies 
male. Dors al view of pro no turn. 
LaJunta Colo. July 22-23, 1919. 
.0* pQli'dna pelidna, male. lame view. 
Ttsion, H. JN JuTy 31, 1911. 
Plate VI 
Fig. 35. 
Fig. 36. 
Fig. 37. 
Fig. 38. 
Fig. 39. 
Fig. 40. 
Fig. 41. 
Fig. 42. 
0. olivacea halophila. male. Lateral 
vie^ of anterior process of aedeagus. 
Corpus Christi, Nueces Co., Tex. 
July 29, 1912. 
gams, male. gams view. S. end 
Padre Island, Tex. Dec. 18, 1910. 
2* pslidna, intermediate between sub*** 
species, male. game view. 
Roswell, M. F. August. 
2* pelidna pelidna, male. gam© view. 
Falfurias, fexTDec. 5, 1938. 
nue, male. game view. Coddyshore, 
/a• Oct. 13, 1936. 
'■ame, male. game view. Heliport, N.Y 
Same, male. game view. Crooks ton, 
Finn. July 19, 1936. 
.2* pelidna desereta, male. game view* 
Penticton, 3. 0. 
Fig. .ase, male• Same view. Douglas, Art, 
i-* -nns, female. Dorsal view of pro no tun 
Gazelle, Calif. Sept. 4, 139?.* 
Fig. 45. same, female paratype. Dorsal view of 
ixead and pronotuns.'* Salt Lake Vail., 
Utah, 4300 ft. Aug. 1-4, 1877. 
Fi;. 46. 0. pelIdna palldna, mala. Same view. 
■nilting, IT. J. AU-. 8, 1980. 
Fig. 47. 0. olivacea halophlla. female. Dorsal 
view of pronoturn. Corpus Chrlatl, 
Nueces Co., Tex. July 29, 1918. 

Fig. 65. 
Fig* 66. 
Fig. 67 
Orphulella pelidna pelidna, male. 
Same view. Ocean View, Va* Aug. 9. 
Dlchromorpha viridis, male. Same view 
vie specimen as in figure 55. 
Cordillacris occipitalis, male* Same 
vi9w. lame specimen as in figure 54* 
Kote: Figures 10, 11, 16, 19, 33, 86, and 27 drawn 
bp H. 3. Bradford. All others drawn by the 
author. 
Plate VII 
Fig. 54. Cordillacris occioiualia (Tlios.), male. 
Lateral view of apex of aedeagus* 
Scotts 31uff Co., Mebr. Aug. 9, 1933. 
Fig• 55. Dichromorpha viridis (Ocudd.), male, 
iaas view. Great tf’alls, Va. 
Sept. 1!?, 1912. 
Fig• 56. Clinoce fnalus elegans Morse, male. 
Same view. Wildwood Junction, N. J. 
5spi. 3, 1924. 
Fig. 57. Parachloebata scudderi (Bol.), male. 
Same view. Baracda, Cuba. Oct. 4. 
Fig. 55. Dichronorpha viridis, female. Ventral 
vie’?; of apex of subgenital plate. 
•Vest Point, :i. Y. Aug. 23, 1925. 
Fig. 59. Paratruxalis filatus (Talk.), male. 
;pex of left tagmen. Asuncion, Paraguay# 
Fig. 6 0• Cordillacris occipitalis, female. 
Ventral view of apex of subgenital plate 
and lower valve of ovipositor. 
Ft. Collins, Colo. Aug. 11, 1901. 
Fig. 61. Clinoceohalus elegans, female. Ventral 
view of subgenital plate. Tybee, Ga. 
Aug. 13, 1903. 
Fig. 62. Dichromorpha viridis, male. Dorsal view 
of supra-anal plate. Rosslyn, Va. 
Aug. 24, 1916* 
Fig* 63. Clinocephalus elegans, male. Dorsal 
view of supra-anal plate and furcula* 
Same specimen as in figure 56. 
Fig. 64. dame, male. Lateral view of epiphallus 
from left side. Same specimensas in 
figure 56. 
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